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Chapter 1
Introdution
In Computer Siene, formal methods refer to the area that is onerned with the applia-
tion of mathematial tehniques to the speiation, design, implementation and veriation
of omputer hardware and (more usually) software. The use of formal methods in Computer
Siene is inreasing beause of the following two main reasons:
The orretness problem produing software that is orret is famously diult but,
by using rigorous mathematial tehniques, it is possible to make provably orret
software.
Programs are mathematial objets and they are expressed in a formal language, they
have a formal semantis, and programs an be treated as mathematial theories.
The use of formal methods is espeially relevant in reliable systems where, due to safety
and seurity reasons, it is important to ensure that errors are not inluded during the develop-
ment proess. Formal methods are partiularly eetive when used early in the development
proess, at the requirements and speiation levels, but an be used for a ompletely formal
development of a system.
The formal representation of real systems allows to rigorously analyze their properties. In
partiular, it allows to establish the orretness of the system with respet to a speiation
or the fulllment of a spei set of required onditions, to hek the semanti equivalene
of two systems, to analyze the preferene of a system to another one with respet to a given
riterion, to predit the possibility of inorret behaviors, to establish the performane level
of a system, et.
In this way, formal testing tehniques [BU91a, LY96, Lai02, RMN08, HBB
+
08℄ allow to
test the orretness of a system with respet to a speiation. Formal testing originally
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2targeted the funtional behavior of systems, suh as determining whether the tested system
an, on the one hand, perform ertain ations and, on the other hand, does not perform
some unexpeted ones. The appliation of formal testing tehniques to hek the orretness
of a system requires to identify the ritial aspets of the system, that is, those aspets
that will make the dierene between orret and inorret behaviors. While the relevant
aspets of some systems only onern what they do, in some other systems it is equally
relevant how they do what they do. In the last years formal testing tehniques also deal with
non-funtional properties. For instane, the probability of an event to happen or the time
that it takes to perform a ertain ation may be onsidered ritial in a real-time system.
The ativity of onformane testing is essentially foused on verifying the onformity of a
given implementation to its speiation. In most ases testing is based on the ability of a
tester that stimulates the implementation under test and heks the orretion of the answers
provided by the implementation. The appliation of formal testing tehniques to hek the
orretness of a system requires to identify the ritial aspets of the system, that is, those
aspets that will make the dierene between orret and inorret behavior. In this line,
the time onsumed by eah operation should be onsidered ritial in a real-time system.
The testing ommunity has shown a growing interest in extending these frameworks so that
not only funtional properties but also quantitative ones ould be tested. Thus, during
the last years there have been several proposals for timed testing (e.g. [MMM95, CL97,
HNTC99, SVD01, EDK02, KT05, HW05, BB05, NR06, MNR08b, MNR08℄). However, in
some situations this ativity beomes diult and even impossible to perform. For example,
this is the ase if the tester is not provided with a diret interfae to interat with the
implementation under test (IUT).
Most formal testing approahes onsist in the generation of a set of tests that are applied
to the implementation in order to hek its orretness with respet to a speiation. Thus,
testing is based on the ability of a tester to stimulate the IUT and hek the orretion of the
answers provided by the implementation. However, in some situations this ativity beomes
diult and even impossible to perform. For example, this is the ase if the tester is not
provided with a diret interfae to interat with the IUT or the implementation is built from
omponents that are running in their environment and annot be shutdown or interrupted
for a long period of time. The ativity of testing ould be speially diult if the tester must
hek temporal restritions. In these situations, the instruments of measurement ould be not
so preise as required or the results ould be distorted due to mistakes during the observation.
As a result, undisovered faults may result in failures at runtime, where the system may
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perform untested traes. In these situations, there is a partiular interest in using other types
of testing tehniques suh as passive testing. In passive testing the tester does not need to
interat with the IUT. On the ontrary, exeution traes are observed and analyzed without
interfering with the behavior of the IUT. Passive testing has very large appliation domains.
For instane, it an be used as a monitoring tehnique to detet and report errors (this is the
use that we onsider in this Master Thesis), in network management to detet onguration
problems, fault identiation, or resoure provisioning, it an be also used to study the
feasibility of new features as lasses of servies, network seurity, and ongestion ontrol.
Usually, exeution traes of the implementation are ompared with the speiation to detet
faults in the implementation. ommonly the speiation has the form of a nite state
mahine (FSM) and the studies onsist in verifying that the exeuted trae is aepted by the
FSM speiation. A drawbak of the rst approahes is the low performane of the proposed
algorithms (in terms of omplexity in the worst ase) if non-deterministi speiations are
onsidered. In passive testing we remark an approah proposed in [CGP01℄. There, a set of
properties, alled invariants, were extrated from the speiation and heked on the traes
observed from the implementation to test their orretness. One of the drawbaks of this
work was the limitation on the grammar used to express invariants. A new formalism that
overomes this restrition for expressing invariants was presented in [ACN03℄. It allows to
speify wild-ard haraters in invariants and to inlude a set of outputs as termination of
the invariant. This approah was extended and revised in [BCNZ05℄. There, a new kind of
invariants was introdued: Obligation invariants.
The work reported in this Master Thesis extends the approah proposed in [BCNZ05℄ in
order to deal with timed restritions. Next, we informally introdue the formalism to express
temporal onditions in the invariants: Timed invariants. Intuitively, an invariant expresses
the fat that eah time the implementation under test performs a given sequene of ations,
then it must exhibit a behavior in a lapse of time reeted in the invariant. We distinguish
between timed restritions related to eah ation in the trae represented in the invariant
and the one orresponding to the whole trae. For example we ould represent properties as
Eah time that a user applies a and observes y the amount of time the system
spends to perform the ation y is between 3 and 5 time units; if after performing
some operations the user applies b then he must observe z before 2 time units
and the performane of all these ations must not exeed 10 time units.
Eah time that a user asks for onnetion and the onnetion is granted, if after
performing some operations the user asks for disonnetion then he is dison-
4neted, and the amount of time the system spends to perform the disonnetion
is between 1 and 4 time units.
Eah time that a user asks for a resoure (e.g. a web page) either the resoure
is obtained or an error is produed, it does not matter the amount of time that
has passed.
In this work we study two formal testing methodologies where the temporal behavior of
systems is taken into aount. A simple extension of the lassial onept of Temporal Finite
State Mahine (TFSM) will allow a speier to expliitly denote temporal requirements. In
one methodology we onsider that the notion of time is represented by using xed timed
values and intervals. In the seond methodology time is represented by using stohasti
time. With these approahes, performane values may hange after eah transition. In fat
it may happen that if we perform two (or more) times the same transition, eah performane
takes a dierent amount of time. A transition suh as s
i/o
−−→ t s
′
indiates that if the mahine
is in state s and reeives the input i, it will perform the output o and reah the state s′ after
t units of time. A transition as s
i/o
−−→ F s
′
indiates that if the mahine is in state s and
reeives the input i, it will perform the output o and reah the state s′ after a ertain time
t aording to the probability distribution funtion F .
In our approah, we perform two types of property veriation: One on the speiation
and another one on the traes generated by the implementation. Due to the fat that we
assume that timed invariants an be supplied by the tester, the rst step must be to hek
that the invariant is in fat orret with respet to the speiation. Two new extensions
of the algorithm proposed in [BCNZ05℄ to hek this orretness are provided, taking into
aount the timed onditions that appear in timed invariants. The next step is to hek
whether the trae produed by the IUT respets timed invariants. In this ase, we propose
new algorithms that are adaption of the lassial algorithms for string mathing. They
work, in the worst ase, in time O(m · n) where m and n are the length of the trae and the
invariant, respetively. Let us remark that we annot ahieve omplexities as good as the
ones in lassial algorithms beause we have to nd all the ourrenes of the pattern.
The rest of this Master Thesis is strutured as follows. In Chapters 2 and 3 we review
the state-of-the-art on formal testing of timed systems and on passive testing and monitor-
ing tehniques, respetively. In Chapter 4 we present two new methodologies to perform
passive testing based on invariants for systems that present temporal restritions. In both
frameworks, we present algorithms to deide the orretness of the proposed invariants with
respet to a given speiation. One we know that an invariant is orret, we hek whether
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the exeution traes observed from the implementation respet the invariant. In Chapter 5,
we present the main features of a new tool, alled PasTe, that helps in the automation of
our passive testing approah. In partiular, all of the algorithms presented in this work are
fully implemented. Finally, in Chapter 6 we give our onlusions and sketh some lines for
future work.
Some of the ontents of this Master Thesis have already been published in the ATVA 2008
Conferene [AMN08℄.
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Chapter 2
State-of-the-Art: Testing and Timed
Extensions
With the growing signiane of omputer systems, tehniques that assist in the pro-
dution of reliable software are beoming inreasingly important. The omplexity of many
omputer systems requires the appliation of a battery of suh tehniques. Two of the
most promising approahes are formal methods and testing. Traditionally formal meth-
ods and testing have been seen as rivals. Thus, there was very little interation between
the two ommunities. In reent years, however, these approahes are seen as omplemen-
tary [Hoa96, BBC
+
02℄. The links between testing and formal methods go well beyond
generating tests from a formal speiation. The presene of a formal speiation or model
makes it possible for the tester to better understand what it means for a system to pass a
test. This may be ahieved through the use of test hypotheses [Gau95℄ or design for test
onditions [IH97, HI98℄. Similar ideas an be found in the generation of tests from nite
state mahines in whih some fault model is assumed (see, for example, [IT97℄). Using these
approahes it is possible to generate tests that determine orretness under ertain well un-
derstood onditions, irumventing Dijkstra's famous aphorism that testing an show the
presene of bugs, but never their absene [Dij72℄.
As we observe, sine there is plenty of work in the area of formal testing methodologies, we
have reviewed the eld by onentrating on general ideas, without paying too muh attention
to spei papers on the area. In this hapter we will restrit the sope to deal only with
formal testing tehniques for analyzing the temporal behavior of systems. First, we will
briey onsider some formalisms that have been proposed for representing real-time systems
and systems where time plays a relevant role in terms of temporal onstraints, performane,
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et. Next, we will desribe tehniques that have been proposed to test the orretness of
implementations with respet to speiations dened by means of the previous formalisms.
2.1 Formalisms to represent Time
Though time aets any system, the interest of researhers to expliitly inlude it in
formal models is relatively reent. The development of networked and distributed systems,
multimedia systems, and real-time systems led to a new senario where performane aspets
and temporal requirements beame relevant topis of interest. Essentially, the behavior of a
system may depend on the passage of time in the following two ways:
• After a user request a omputation, the system may need a pereptible time to om-
plete it. This amount of time may make the dierene between an aeptable and an
unaeptable performane, that is, between a system that is onsidered either orret
or inorret.
• Sometimes the passage of time is not a drawbak but a requirement. That is, a system
may be required to wait a given amount of time before a ertain operation is performed,
while performing it before this time ould be inorret.
Expliitly inluding this information in speiation formalisms is not straightforward.
On the one hand, the syntax of the language must allow the representation of these require-
ments in an expressive way. On the other hand, the operational semantis must be able to
denote the passing of time in a handleable fashion. For instane, if a system may idle 3
seonds then it an also stay idle 2 seonds. In general, given a system onguration, the
dierent time amounts that are relevant for the desription of the system represent a very
high number (they ould be even unountable!). Let us note that, even if we onsider that
time is disrete, making the language semantis to denote arbitrary delays by suessively
iterating the pass of a given atomi unit of time is unfeasible. Hene, a suitable representa-
tion of arbitrary delays is required. Similarly, if the speiation allows to wait any amount
of time between 4 and 12, then it is unfeasible to make the speiation to expliitly denote
all the allowed time values one after another (i.e., 4, 5, . . . , 12 if time is disrete). Instead,
a proper ompat representation is required.
Moreover, there are several ways to interpret temporal requirements. On the one hand,
we may onsider that temporal requirements are strit. For example, we may require that
some event ours after exatly 3 seonds. On the other hand, we may relax this requirement
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by onsidering temporal intervals. Moreover, we may onsider that temporal requirements
are dened in probabilisti terms, that is, we require that something ours before t units of
time with a given probability p. These dierenes aet both the denition of speiations
and the behaviors extrated from them.
Formalisms to desribe timed systems are usually extensions or adaptations of other
formalisms previously proposed to denote systems where time is not expliitly onsidered.
Next we briey sketh some of these formalisms. First, we will onsider formalisms where
time is not dened in probabilisti terms. This does not neessarily mean that we have to
express time requirements by using x values. As we will show later, speiations may
denote that any time that fullls a given onstraint (e.g., belonging to a given interval) is
allowed. Next, systems allowing to denote stohasti time will be reviewed.
2.1.1 Representation of non-probabilisti time
Next we onsider speiation formalisms where time is not dened in probabilisti
terms. Several models for the analysis and speiation of timed systems have been de-
vised, inluding timed Petri nets [Sif77, Zub80℄, the duration alulus [CHR91℄, and a
variety of extensions of automata with time information (e.g., [LV96, SGSL98, VPC02,
LSV03, PCVM04, BVC05℄). However, the model that has been widely aepted is timed
automata [AD90, AD94, HNSY94℄). Inherently, if we wish to represent dense time then
a timed system indues an innite behavior. Timed automata propose a symboli way to
desribe this innite behavior. In so doing, they enable a full state spae exploration by
traversing a symbolially nite state spae. This is mainly the reason for the popularity of
this model.
A timed automata represents the behavior of a system in terms of a xed set of loks.
During the exeution of the automaton, eah lok has an assoiated time value. When the
automaton sojourns in a state, lok time values inrease in a synhronous manner. The
transitions of the automaton are instantaneously exeuted, may depend on some ondition
on loks, and may ause some lok to be set to a given value. More preisely, timed
automata transitions are of three kinds:
• Ations, used to express the ourrene of events and to synhronize system ompo-
nents (when omposing in parallel several timed automata),
• guards, expressing onditions on loks, and
• lok setting events.
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Let us note that the representation of time passage in a timed automata is symboli in
the sense that the temporal behavior of the system is expressed by means of events like
lok setting and lok onstraints instead of onrete (real-valued) time transitions. This
makes it possible have a nite representation of the system behavior, hene the hane of
analyzing some of its properties in a omputable way, even if the time domain is assumed
to be (ontinuously) innite. On the other hand, the semantis of timed automata (the
meaning of the symboli representation) is usually dened in terms of an inherently innite
onrete semanti model whih makes use of real-valued timed transitions.
Timed automata have served as a model for many model heking algorithms, see for
example [ACD93, HNSY94, YPD95, ACH94, DOY95, DY95℄, and tools that implement these
algorithms suh as Kronos ([DOTY96, BDM
+
98℄), UPPAAL ([BLL
+
96, LPY97, BLL
+
98℄)
and HyTeh ([HHWT95℄). These tools were used in a diversity of ase studies (e.g., [HWT95,
DY95, BGK
+
96, MY96, DKRT97, LPY98℄).
A proess algebrai approah for timed systems has also been pursued. Originally, time
was inluded in a disrete fashion (e.g. [MT90, NS91, Gro91, Han91, QFA93, BB96℄), that
is, time is represented as a tik ation that desribes the passage of a single time unit. These
proess algebras are adequate to model digital systems but it ould be argued that they
annot desribe real-time systems in a natural way.
1
For this reason, dense time proess
algebras were developed (e.g., [Yi90, BB91, SDJ
+
92, LL97℄). Some of these proess algebras
have been formally related to timed automata (e.g., [NSY92, BHKR95℄). However, these
relations only provide a semanti onnetion and none of them is omplete in the sense that
suh a onnetion is bijetive. Languages that ompletely represent timed automata have
been also dened in [AH94, YPD95, LV96℄.
2.1.2 Representation of stohasti time
The representation of time in probabilisti terms has also been onsidered in the liter-
ature. The analysis of stohasti systems has reeived a lot of attention but, traditionally,
1
The topi of the (un-)suitability of disrete time to denote timed systems (vs dense time) has typially
yielded a big ontroversy. On the one hand, the time in eletroni and omputational timed systems uses
to be digital indeed. Sine no human-designed system will ever be able to have innite temporal preision,
we may argue that we annot design/onstrut systems in suh a way that dense time is atually taken into
aount. Moreover, no observation or testing devie has suh a preision. On the other hand, supposing the
existene of a minimal time tik may lead to the wrong assumption that analysis tehniques an be based
on systematially onsidering all available times. Let us note that the amount of times to be onsidered is
astronomi in general. A way to avoid the temptation to make suh an assumption is using dense time in
models.
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outside the ommunity of formal methods. First, mathematiians dened models for the
analysis of stohasti proesses. These models, whih inlude the so-alled ontinuous time
Markov hains, in the following CTMC, were used to analyze the performane of systems. But
systems started to beome more omplex and there was a need for a more sophistiated no-
tation to speify performane models. This led to the denitions of models suh as queueing
networks [Kle75, HP92℄ and a diversity of stohasti Petri nets [ACB84, ABC
+
95℄.
Models based on CTMCs represent the timing of events as stohasti variables following
an exponential distribution. This restrition is the key for the vast analytial and numerial
theory that supports CTMCs. Restriting to exponentially distributed durations gives the
advantage of having ativities for whih the memoryless property holds. This property
basially says that at eah point of time in whih an ativity has started but not terminated
yet, the residual duration of the ativity is still distributed as the entire duration of the
ativity. Suh a property makes it possible to represent timed behavior of systems by using
a CTMC, that is, a simple ontinuous proess where in eah time point the future behavior
of the proess is ompletely independent of its past behavior and depends on its urrent
state only (Markov property). In fat, the memoryless nature of time in the Markovian
approah makes it possible to avoid the expliit representation of time passage in system
desriptions. For instane, onsider a simple example of two exponentially timed ativities
with rates (the parameters of the exponential distribution) λ and µ exeuted in parallel.
The resulting CTMC is the one in Figure 2.1. Transitions in a CTMC represent exponentially
distributed delays and hoies in a state of a CTMC are resolved via a rae poliy, that is, the
delays represented by the outgoing transitions are exeuted in parallel and the rst delay
that terminates determines the transition to be performed. Therefore, in the example, both
delays synhronously ount from the initial state and when one of them terminates, the
orresponding transition is exeuted. Suh a transition leads to a state where the other
delay ounts its residual duration until it terminates as well. Note that, beause of the
memoryless property, the residual duration of the delay is also exponentially distributed and
with the same rate. Hene the CTMC of Figure 2.1 is an adequate representation of the parallel
exeution of the two onsidered ativities.
Unfortunately, restriting to exponential distributions is often not realisti and may lead
to results that are not suiently aurate. For instane, in the analysis of high-speed om-
muniation systems or multi-media appliations the orrelation between suessive paket
arrivals tends to have a onstant length; therefore, the usual Poisson arrivals and exponential
paket lengths are no longer valid assumptions [BKLL95℄. More general models, suh as gen-
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Figure 2.1: Parallel of exponential delays: λ‖µ.
eralised semi-Markov proesses ([Whi80, Gly89, Cas93, She93℄), allow for the desription of
timings that may depend on any distribution. Unfortunately, none of these models provides
a suitable framework for the omposition of distributed and ommuniating systems.
The formal methods ommunity takled the desription and analysis of stohasti sys-
tems by means of probabilisti proess algebras (e.g., [GJS90, Han91, GSS95, BBS95, NFL95,
Low95, NF95, CCVP01, Núñ03, CCV
+
03℄), although they were initially intended for veri-
ation purposes rather than performane analysis. In addition, they only deal with disrete
probability distributions, and most of them do not inlude a notion of time. It is the seminal
work of Ulrih Herzog [Her90℄ were proess algebras and performane models were om-
bined. Stohasti proess algebras were thus introdued. Taking advantage of the analytial
framework provided by ontinuous time Markov hains, so-alled Markovian proess algebras
were devised. They inlude TIPP [HR94℄, PEPA [Hil96℄, EMPA [BG98℄, MPA [Bu94℄, and
IMC [Her98℄. The general approah, inluding any ontinuous distribution funtion, has also
been addressed (e.g., [GHR93, HS95, BKLL95, Pri96, BBG98, LN00, BG02, LNR04, DK05℄).
Eah approah deals with parallel omposition in a dierent manner. When no interation
is involved, parallel omposition an be easily dened in Markovian proess algebras. If
arbitrary distributions are allowed, this denition proved to be more ompliated yielding
omplex or innite semanti objets. A omparison of, on the one hand, models restrited
to exponential distributions and, on the other hand, models allowing general distributions is
provided in [BD04℄.
Synhronization leads to more ompliated deisions. In fat, not all the proposed
stohasti proess algebras provide a symmetri interation. For instane, EMPA requires
that at most one of the synhronizing omponents is time dependent while the others must
be passive. In [Hil94℄ synhronization takes plae by means of a patient ommuniation,
that is, it takes plae when all the omponents that intend to synhronize are ready to do
it. This approah is adopted also by [HS95, BKLL95, Her98℄. The proess algebra PEPA
also uses this approah but needs to approximate the distribution of time in order to stay
in the domain of exponential distributions. Let us note that patient ommuniation an
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model the aforementioned asymmetri synhronization: A passive proess is always ready to
synhronize. Another issue that arises as a onsequene of onsidering parallel omposition
in interleaving models (suh as automata-based models) is non-determinism.
2.2 Testing temporal systems
In this setion we present the most relevant approahes to test timed systems that an be
found in the literature. Let us note that time does exist in any system, regardless of whether
we expliitly represent it in a model. Atually, we may onsider that a non-timed system is
a partiular ase of timed system where the future behavior at any point depends only on
the past sequene of inputs and outputs (i.e., time never indues a hange of state) and the
only way to assess the system performane is to ount the number of operations performed
before a result is provided.
Testing a non-timed system is not an easy task. In general, there are innite ways to
interat with a system. Hene, the orretness of a IUT an only be laimed after we hek
that it answers the expeted value for all of them. If the interation with the IUT onsists
in suessively providing inputs and observing outputs, then new available interation ases
are found by simply onsidering longer sequenes of inputs and outputs. Let us note that
the time we an spend testing a IUT is nite. Thus, the amount of tests to be applied (as
well as the size of eah of them) must be nite as well. As a result, the diulty to testing
systems lies on the impossibility to make tests to reah and hek any future point in the
IUT. Still, we an partially test the IUT up to a given future point. For instane, we an
onsider a set of tests where any sequene of less that n inputs is proposed and we an apply
it to the IUT.
Unfortunately, the previous onsiderations might not be true for timed systems. If time
does aet the behavior of system, then tests do not only onsist in the sequene of inputs
that is applied to the IUT but also have to take into aount when they will be applied.
Hene, the number of hoies to dene a test dramatially inreases. On the one hand, if
time is assumed to be disrete then all time values allowed by the speiation must be
onsidered, potentially leading to an astronomial number of hoies. In partiular, if the
speiation allows to perform an operation from some time t on, then innite hoies are
available (t, t + 1, t + 2, . . . ). On the other hand, if time is dense then the number of
hoies ould be unountable! Hene, omposing and applying a test suite inluding any
available interation with the IUT up to a given future point (i.e., up to a given time) ould
be unfeasible or simply impossible.
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There are dierent ways to takle the problem of testing timed systems. First, we may
aept the impossibility to over all behaviors of the IUT and test only some of them that are
onsidered speially relevant or somehow representative of the rest of behaviors that will not
be heked. An alternative way onsists in adding some hypotheses about the behavior of the
IUT suh that the appliation of a nite test suite may be enough to guarantee the orretness
of the IUT. In any ase, being able to dene the test suite to be applied to ompletely hek
the orretness of the IUT in the general ase is desirable. Though it is unfeasible in general
to ompletely onstrut and apply suh a suite, having a onstrutive way to nd tests in
this set is useful to dene tehniques allowing to nd relevant tests aording to a given
riterium. Most proposals in the literature fous on this task: Finding omplete test suites
as a rst step in the development of a method where only some tests in them are applied.
As far as we are onerned, almost all formal testing methods for timed systems onern
non-probabilisti time. Only in [NR03℄ a method to test stohasti systems is presented.
The method is probabilisti due to the nature of the analysis. Sine a blak box approah is
assumed, the interation with the IUT by providing inputs and reeiving outputs does not
allow the tester to read the random variables dening the IUT behavior. Instead, onrete
times are obtained in eah observation. So, all that an be done is to (statistially) extrat
these random variables from the IUT by repeating the same interation several times and
olleting a sample. Then, a hypothesis ontrast is applied to hek whether it is feasible
that suh an IUT sample is produed by a random soure behaving as the orresponding
speiation random variable says. Sine hypothesis ontrasts provide diagnostis up to a
given ondene levels, the orretness of the IUT is assessed up to these levels as well. Let
us remark that in the ontext of testing a la de Niola & Hennessy, the work on stohasti
proesses is also very limited, being [BC00, LN01℄ the only two proposals, for Markovian
and generally distributed stohasti proesses, respetively.
[BB04℄ presents a temporal extension of the ioo theory [Tre96, Tre99, Tre08℄. As in
that ase, the onept of quiesene (a quiesent state is a state where the system annot
produe outputs) is introdued in models as a way to inrease the distinguishing power of
tests in the testing theory. Obviously, this requires to assume that tests an detet it. Ba-
sially, it is assumed that we are provided with a bound that is the expliit representation
of the time a system should idle until quiesene an be onluded. Treating quiesene
as a speial sort of system output provides with information to dierentiate systems that
have intuitively dierent deadloking properties (e.g., [Lan90, FNQ95, Tre08℄). The use of
quiesene gives rise to a family of implementation relations parameterized by observation
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durations for quiesene. In this framework, timed input-output labelled transition systems
are used to dene speiations. A sound and omplete test derivation algorithm is pre-
sented. Similar to [Tre08℄, the algorithm is non-deterministi, representing eah hoie a
dierent path in the speiation. By onsidering all nondeterministi hoies, a test suite
is onstruted. Let us note that, as in the non-timed approah, the set onstruted by the
algorithm is innite in general.
In [BB05℄ an extension of the previous work, allowing to deal with multiple hannels,
is onsidered. A model of timed multi input-output transition systems is presented. It
allows to model timed systems that ommuniate with the environment via multiple input
and output hannels. Formally, hannels are represented as a partitioning of the sets of
input and output ations, eah partition lass dening the inputs (outputs) belonging to an
individual input (output) hannel. Besides, the input enabling assumption (that is, that all
inputs are enabled anytime) is relaxed by allowing some input sets to be enabled while others
remain disabled. Moreover, the general bound used in timed systems to detet quiesene is
also relaxed, and dierent bounds for dierent sets of outputs are allowed. By onsidering the
theory presented in the previous work, an alternative theory for timed testing with repetitive
quiesene, and allowing the partition of input sets and output sets, is introdued. A new
onformane relation parameterized by these fators is proposed. Besides, a parameterized
test derivation proedure (again nondeterministi) is developed and shown to be sound and
omplete with respet to a new onformane relation. Again, test suites provided by the
proedure are innite in general.
Other theories for testing reative systems providing omplete test suites [MMM95, PS97℄
require innite test suites to be omplete as well. So, in these methodologies the outome
of testing a nite number of ases only approximates a omplete test. As we have already
pointed out, only nite test suites an be applied in pratie. Hene, we may onsider suh
approahes as theoretial roots to build other theories where nite test suites are onstruted
and applied. Next we onsider some methods to produe nite test suites. In this ase, we
have two possibilities. First, a nite test suite may be omplete to test the IUT with respet
to the speiation. This property is usually met by adding some strong hypotheses about
the IUT or the environment. Seond, the test suite may be unomplete. In this ase, methods
to nd tests with a good apability to nd errors in the IUT are pursued.
In [SVD01℄ a generalization of the lassial testing theory for Mealy mahines to a setting
of dense real-time systems is presented. A model of timed I/O automata is introdued,
inspired by the timed automata model of [AD90, AD94℄, together with a notation of test
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sequene for this model. The main ontribution of this work is a test generation algorithm
for blak-box onformane testing of timed I/O automata. Although it is highly exponential
and annot be laimed to be of pratial value, it is the rst algorithm that yields a nite
and omplete set of tests for dense real-time systems. Apart from supporting the automati
generation of timed tests, the model allows a loose oupling of inputs and outputs, unlike
the usual Mealy mahine style where inputs and outputs our paired in a single transition.
The test generation algorithm for this model is provided in the style of well-known nite
state mahine based methods that were ommented in the previous hapter. The main
problem involved is that in general the state spae of a timed automaton is (unountably)
innite. To obtain a nite set of tests, a disretization of the state spae is required whih
is still suiently rened to detet all possible errors.
The paper proposes the rst algorithm that (albeit under some strong assumptions) yields
a nite and omplete set of tests for (dense) real-time systems. Only timed automata where
outputs are isolated and urgent are onsidered. The rst ondition states that, at any given
state, the automaton an only output a single ation. The seond ondition states that, at
any given state, if an output is possible, then time annot elapse. This essentially means that
outputs must be emitted at preise points in time. Even though the algorithm itself is highly
exponential, the presented onepts and tehniques have atually served for subsequent more
pratial algorithms. Some optimizations are skethed in the paper. Besides, the approah
also tries to support inomplete but pratially useful methods for testing timed systems as
in [MMM95, CL97℄. The onformane relation applied in this work is bisimulation, though
it redues to trae equivalene beause determinism is assumed.
In [FPS01℄ another tehnique to testing real-time systems through the derivation of
exeutable test ases on a speiation, modelled as a timed automaton, is presented. The
main peuliarity of this work is how the authors try to make the testing tehnique to be
feasible. While other studies fous on reduing the speiation formalism in order to be
able to derive test ases feasible in pratie, in this work test ases are derived from spei
test purposes given by the user. These test purposes express spei user properties. In
addition, though timed automata are used to dene speiations, the study deals with an
equivalent representation of timed automata: Clok region graphs. Clok region graphs are
extrated from the timed automata by onsidering all the possible valuations of loks that
are equivalent in terms of fullling (or not) the requirements imposed by the automata in
eah guard. In partiular, a lok region is an equivalene lass indued by this equivalene
relation. Then, a lok region graph is a graph where the states are indued by these regions.
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A test purpose is modelled by an ayli graph: All paths of this graph whih are found
on the speiation will be onsidered as a test ase. The timing onstraints of both the
speiation and the test purpose should be the same. The appliation of tests allows
both to disriminate between the dierent ases (input, output or waiting) and to test a
representative part of the innite set of lok values. A simple example illustrates the use of
this tehnique.
In [CG98℄ a formal method for generating onformane tests for real-time systems is
presented. The algorithm is omplete in that, under the proposed set of test hypotheses,
if the system being tested passes every test generated then the tested system is bisimilar
to its speiation. The algorithm provides nite test suites. Beause it has exponential
worst ase omplexity and nite state automata models of real-time systems are typially
very large, the authors aept that a judiious hoie of model is ritial for the suessful
testing of real-time system. In ontrast to [SVD01℄, where the authors aknowledge that
their method is not pratial due to its exponential omplexity but no way to takle this
problem is proposed, the test suite provided by the test derivation algorithm of [CG98℄ an
be further manipulated to nd redundanies. In this way, the atual number of tests to be
applied is redued and pratial test suites an be onstruted while the ompleteness of the
analysis remains. This laim is shown in the paper with several examples. Unfortunately,
though these ideas are presented as a methodology, no automati proedure is provided for
making suh a redution in the general ase.
The proposed temporal model is based on rules of the form If G then A between L and
U , where G is a guard on the variables and loks, A is an ation on them, and L and U
are the lower and upper bounds of the time spent in this transition. The ompleteness of
the test suites provided by the test derivation algorithm is met by adding a high amount
of test hypotheses. In partiular, it is required that if two systems are non-equivalent then
their behavior diers in at least one unit of time, and that there are neither liveloks nor
deadloks. Moreover, the determinism of the IUT is assumed. Other more standard hy-
potheses assume that the proposed formalism is adequate for dening the IUT and that the
IUT an be reset at any time. In [Car99℄ the previous work is moved to the ontext of
timed automata. In partiular, the language notation used in UPPAAL to represent timed
automata is adopted. Existing test generation methods for I/O automata are adapted for
the domain of timed automata. The method addresses both the problem of untestable timed
automata omputations and that of too many possible tests, and tries to provide a pratial
method for managing onformane testing of real-time systems. In this regard, the author
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realls again that, though the method in [SVD01℄ refers to a very general lass of timed
automata, it generates an astronomially large number of test sequenes. It is shown how to
deal with timed automata omputations for testing purposes using digitization, hiding, and
input-output labelling. However, with respet to other related work, the main ontribution
onsists in showing how strutured test management methods from mainstream software
engineering an be applied in the real-time ontext. Based on this idea, a proedure is pro-
posed where eah test purpose is represented by a timed automata speiation, sometimes
a modiation of the original speiation, together with a list of visible and invisible vari-
ables. The model whih is generated from suh a view (alled test view) is expeted to be
simpler than the model of the original speiation and should generate a feasible number
of tests. Basially, the proposed method onsists in splitting the speiation into dierent
test purposes. Then, a dierent view, that is a new version of the speiation that only
onerns a spei aspet of the system, is onstruted for eah test purpose. In this pro-
ess, the system variables that are visible and those that are hidden for eah test purpose
are hosen. Tests are extrated for eah view by using an adaptation of [Cho78℄ and applied
to the implementation. It is shown that the test suite onstruted for eah test purpose is
omplete to hek the onformane of the IUT with respet to this purpose. By using this
partial testing approah, testing eah test purpose is simpler beause the explosion of tests
that is due to the neessity to explore all interations of dierent parts of a system to eah
other is partially redued. Let us note that eah of these parts is not a omponent but rather
a funtionality or usage mode.
Regarding the use of timed automata in the testing framework, the author argues that
standard semantis for timed automata usually present several problems for testing. First,
timed automata have a dense time model and so their traes inlude behavior whih annot
be observed in an experiment. For example, events may be speied to our at dierent,
but arbitrarily lose times, leading to dierent outomes. However, to an observer the or-
dering of two arbitrarily lose events annot be distinguished, and a tester does not have
suient ontrol over a physial system to oer inputs at arbitrarily lose, but dierent
times. Aording to the author, a more appropriate model for observing real-time systems is
a digital lok approximation [HMP92℄. Seondly, beause UPPAAL timed automata dier
from I/O automata in having persistent data variables, loks, and losed world spei-
ations, assumptions underlying test generation methods for I/O automata need revising
for timed automata. In partiular, for real-time systems new assumptions regarding state
identiation, input enabling, and extra implementation states are introdued in this work.
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In [Car00℄ the previous work is rened by introduing an intermediate testable language in
the proess. UPPAAL timed automata are transformed into testable timed transition systems
(TTTSs) using a test view. Fault hypotheses and a test generation algorithm whih extrats
test ases from TTTSs are dened. Test suites onstruted by the algorithm are omplete
with respet to the hosen test view. Besides, the management of persistent data variables
allowed by UPPAAL is now supported. Results of applying the method are presented.
In [CL97, CKL97℄ a framework for testing timing onstraints of real-time systems is pre-
sented. Test ases are derived from speiations desribed in the form of a onstraint graph,
and only the minimum and the maximum allowable delays between input/output events are
onsidered. Though usual testing onepts appear in this paper, tests are proposed to be
applied to a model rather than to a IUT. In partiular, the testing approah is proposed as a
method to nd properties in a system model, that is, validation is the main goal of the work.
Tests are automatially derived from speiations of minimum and maximum allowable
delays between input/output events in the exeution of a system. Contrarily to previously
ommented proposals, time onstraints are dened with a dierent formalism to that used to
dene speiations. In partiular, the test derivation sheme uses a graphial speiation
formalism for timing onstraints, and the real-time proess algebra ACSR [BLG93, BL97℄
for representing tests and proess models. ASCR is a timed proess algebra based on the
synhronization model of CCS that inludes features for representing synhronization, time,
temporal sopes, resoures, requirements, and priorities. Aording to the authors, the use
of an expressive language provided with preise semantis to desribe test sequenes, like
ACSR, has two main advantages. First, tests an be applied to an ACSR model of the soft-
ware system within the ACSR semanti framework for model validation purposes. Seond,
ACSR has onise notation and a preise semantis that failitate the translation of real-time
tests into a software test language for software validation purposes.
The authors propose their testing-oriented method of validation as a way to analyze very
omplex systems. In fat, sine the number of tests is hosen by the tester, the method an be
used to validate a design speiation whih has too many states for exhaustive state spae
exploration based analysis. If tests are arefully hosen aording to some riteria then the
result of their appliation may be adequate. A derivation method to automatially extrat
tests from a model is proposed. Given a test overage riterium, the algorithm onsiders
all the tests neessary to ompletely ahieving this riterion (this test suite may be still
too big), and then hoosing the tests that seem to be more representative in this set. As
an illustration of the method, a ase study of using the automati derivation of tests from
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timing speiations for the analysis of a system is presented.
In [HLN
+
03℄ real-time onformane test ases are automatially generated from timed
automata speiations. This work fouses on showing how to eiently generate real-
time test ases with optimal exeution time, that is, test ases that are the fastest possible
to exeute. The proposed tehnique allows time optimal test ases to be generated either
manually, by using formulated test purposes, or automatially, from various overage riteria
of the model. In order to justify their approah, the authors hypothesize that, in the ontext
of testing real-time systems, the fastest test ase that drives the speiation to some state
also has a high likelihood of deteting errors, beause this is a stressful situation for the
speiation to handle. Moreover, they laim that time optimal test suites are interesting
for several reasons. First, reduing the total exeution time of a test suite allows more
behavior to be tested in the (limited) time alloated to testing. Seond, it is generally
desirable that regression testing an be exeuted as quikly as possible to improve the turn
around time between software revisions. Third, it is essential for produt instane testing
that a thorough test an be performed without testing beoming the bottlenek, that is, the
test suite an be applied to all produts oming of an assembly line.
The authors laim that an important problem in generating real-time test ases is to
ompute when to stimulate the system and expet response, and to ompute the assoiated
orret verdit. This usually requires (symboli) analysis of the model whih in turn may
lead to the state explosion problem. Another problem is how to selet a very limited set
of test ases to be exeuted from the extreme large number (usually innitely many) of
potential ones. The authors propose their method to generate time-optimal test ases and
test suites as a way to address both issues.
Models are speied by using a deterministi and output urgent lass of UPPAAL style
timed automata. The fastest diagnosti trae faility of UPPAAL is used to generate time
optimal test sequenes. The onformane relation applied in the framework is trae inlusion.
Let us note that the method proposed in the paper is based on existing eient and well
proven symboli analysis tehniques of timed automata. Its main ontribution is that it
addresses time optimal testing as well as overage riteria for it. Atually, most other work
on optimizing test suites fouses on minimizing the length of the test suite whih is not
diretly linked to the exeution time beause some events take longer to produe or real-
time onstraints are ignored.
In [KT04℄ a framework for blak-box onformane testing of real-time systems is pre-
sented. Speiations are modelled as timed automata though, ontrarily to other previous
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proposals in the literature, nondeterministi and partially-observable timed automata are
allowed. A onformane relation, alled timed input-output onformane or tioo, whih is
a timed extension of the lassial ioo relation, is proposed. Aording to ioo, A onforms
to B if for eah observable behavior speied in B, the possible outputs of A after this
behavior is a subset of the possible outputs of B. The tioo relation is simply dened by
inluding time delays in the set of observable outputs. This permits to apture the fat that
an implementation produing an output too early or too late (or never, whereas it should)
is non-onforming. The authors ompare this relation with other previously onsidered re-
lations (bisimulation in [CG98℄, must/may preorder in [HNTC99, NS01℄, trae inlusion
in [HLN
+
03, KJM03℄, and trae equivalene in [SVD01℄) and argue that it is better suited
for testing than the other ones beause it leaves more design freedom to potential implemen-
tations. Algorithms are proposed to generate two types of tests for this setting: Analog-lok
tests, whih measure dense time preisely, and digital-lok tests, whih measure time with
a periodi lok. A heuristi to generate a test suite that overs all speiation edges is
briey disussed. A prototype tool and a small ase study are reported.
The aim of the authors is to overome some limitations of previous methodologies in
two diretions. First, other work restrits the kind of speiations that an be dened.
For example, [SVD01, HLN
+
03℄ onsider timed automata where outputs are isolated and
urgent. Due to the rst ondition, a speiation suh as when input a is reeived, produe
either output b or output c annot be expressed in this model. Due to the seond, a
speiation suh as when input a is reeived, output b must be emitted within at most 10
time units annot be expressed. Other works use to onsider deterministi or determinizable
sublasses of timed automata. For instane, [NS01℄ uses event-reording automata [AFH94℄
while [KJM03℄ use a determinizable timed automata model with restrited lok resets. It is
also typially assumed that speiations are fully-observable, meaning that all events an
be observed by the tester. On the ontrary, [KT04℄ allows to represent non-deterministi and
partially observable speiations. In partiular, the issue of determinizing tests is addressed
on-the-y during test generation and exeution.
The seond limitation onerns implementability of tests. In the typial ontroversy of
dense versus disrete time, the authors laim that, in pratie, only digital-time tests an
be onstruted and applied. However, only analog-lok tests are onsidered in previuos
work. These are tests whih an observe the time of inputs preisely and an also reat by
emitting outputs in preise points of time. For example, a test like emit the output a at
time 1; if at time 5 the input b is reeived, announe PASS and stop; otherwise, announe
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FAIL is an analog-lok test. Unfortunately, analog-lok tests are problemati sine they
are diult, if not impossible, to implement with nite-preision loks. The tester whih
implements the test of the example above must be able to emit a preisely at time 1 and
hek whether b ourred preisely at time 5. However, the tester will typially sample its
inputs periodially, say, every 0.1 time units, thus, it annot distinguish between b arriving
anywhere in the interval (4.9, 5.1).
In [KT05℄ the previous work is extended with some new features. On the one hand, a
method is provided allowing the tester to dene assumptions about the environment of the
IUT. Basially, the tester's assumptions about the environment are dened by means of a
timed automata dening its behavior. This automata is omposed with the timed automata
dening the atual speiation requirements. On the other hand, additional timed automata
an also be used to dene the interfae between the tests and the IUT. For example, they may
be used to dene a delay between the time eah test stimulus is produed and the reeption
of the signal in the IUT. In addition, some test derivation algorithms produing test suites
with respet to dierent overage riteria (state, loation, or edge) are provided.
In [HNTC99℄ a timed I/O automaton model, dierent to standard timed automata, is
proposed to speify real-time protools. This is a Timed Input Output Automata extended
with data. In order to derive test ases from this model, automata are transformed in a kind
of I/O Finite State Mahine so that lassial test generation tehniques an be applied. A
onformane testing method for this model is proposed. The authors ritiize lassial timed
automata [AD90, AD94℄ beause they do not deal with data values used in ommuniation
protools. For example, sometimes one may want to speify dierent timeout intervals
depending on the size of data to be transmitted. Hene, models that an treat not only time
but also data values are needed. It is also desirable that suh models have eient veriation
and/or testing methods, as timed automata have. Thus, a ombination of timed automata
with EFSMs is proposed. In testing EFSMs or real-time systems, a given test sequene is not
always exeutable. In order to exeute the test sequene, some appropriate input values
or exeution timing whih satisfy its transition onditions must be found. In ontrast to
the ase of EFSMs, in real-time systems the tester an designate the input timing. However,
in general, the output timing is not ontrolled by the tester and it is deided by eah IUT
itself. Moreover, the exeutable timing of some ation may depend on the exeution time
of its preeding ations. It is desirable that whenever the preeding output ations are
exeuted, there always exists some adequate input timing suh that its sueeding sequene
is exeutable. In fat, the exeutable timing of eah input ation in a test sequene an be
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speied by a funtion of the exeution time of the preeding ations. The authors propose
an algorithm to deide whether a given test sequene is exeutable. Besides, they propose
a method to derive suh a funtion from an exeutable test sequene automatially using a
tehnique for solving linear programming problems, as well as a onformane testing method
using those algorithms. In this model, determinism is assumed, but not output urgeny.
In the timed I/O automaton model, eah transition orresponds either to an input ation
or to an output ation. In order to desribe timing onstraints among ations, some variables
and one speial global time variable, whih always holds the urrent time, are introdued.
The variables an hold not only time values but also values expressed as linear expressions
of the time values and input data. Eah transition ondition an be speied by a logial
onjuntion of linear inequalities of those two types of variables. The onformane relation
onsidered is a must/may testing riterion. To distinguish sequenes that an always be
exeuted to ompletion independent on output timing and sequenes that may be exeuted
to ompletion, may- and must-traeability of transition sequenes are dened. A must-
traeable test sequene an be always exeuted if some appropriate input timing for its input
ations are speied, no matter when its output ations are exeuted. A may-traeable test
sequene an be exeuted only when the exeution time of its output ations belongs to the
sub-ranges whih make the sueeding ations exeutable.
In addition, the authors present an algorithm for heking the must/may-traeability
of given test sequenes and obtaining the upper and lower bounds for eah input ation
as funtions of the exeution time of its preeding ations. As in [Car00, SVD01℄, test
sequenes are generated by using heking sequene tehniques, but dierent strutures and
state veriation methods are used. Based on the UIOv-method [VCI90℄, a onformane
testing method for the model is proposed. This method is applied to a Finite State Mahine
derived from the automaton by simply removing the lok onditions on transitions. The
sequenes are then heked for their may- and must traeability, and the proedure is re-
iterated when neessary. Let us note that this proedure may result in many iterations and
in inomplete test suites.
Next we briey omment other related work providing testing tehniques for temporal
systems.
• [MNR08℄ proposes a formal methodology to test both the funtional and temporal
behaviors in systems where temporal aspets are ritial. This study extends the
lassial FSM model with features to represent timed systems. This formalism allows
three dierent ways to express the timing requirements of systems by using x time
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values, by using random variables, or by onsidering time intervals. In this work
dierent implementation relations are presented and related, depending on both the
interpretation of time and on the non-determinism appearing in systems. Complete
studies about how test ases are dened and applied to implementations, and about test
derivation algorithms, produing sound and omplete test suites, are also presented.
• In [MNR06, MNR08b℄ the authors introdue a timed extension of the EFSMs model.
On the one hand, this study onsiders that (output) ations take time to be performed.
This time may depend on several fators suh as the value of variables. On the other
hand, the formalism proposed in this approah allows to speify timeouts. In addition,
the authors develop a testing theory. They dened ten timed onformane relations
and relate them. Besides, the papers introdue a notion of timed test and dene how
to apply tests to implementations. Finally, an algorithm to derive sound and omplete
test suites, with respet to the implementation relations presented in this approah, is
given.
• [EDKE98, EDK02℄ present an adaptation of the Wp-method [FBK+91℄ to timed sys-
tems. As in previously ommented work [Car00, SVD01℄, test sequenes are generated
from a timed automata by applying variations of nite state mahine heking sequene
tehniques to a disretization of the state spae. Consequently, this approah also suf-
fers from the state explosion problem and produes large number of test sequenes.
• [NS01℄ proposes a fully automati method for generation of real-time test sequenes
from a restrited sublass of dense time automata (event-reording automata [AFH94℄)
whih restrits how loks are reset. This approah is based on de Niola & Hennessy
testing theory. A seletion tehnique of timed tests is presented. This tehnique is
based on symboli analysis and overage of a oarse equivalene lass partitioning of
the state spae. The proposed onformane relation is a must/may preorder relation.
• [Kho02℄ assumes a restrited timed automata model where all transitions with the same
observable ation reset the same set of loks. The timed automaton is rst translated
into a (larger) alternative automaton where lok onstraints are represented as set-
timer and expire-timer events. Based on this, the generalized Wp-method is used
to ompute heking sequenes. Output urgeny is not required, but determinism is
assumed.
• [CKL98℄ presents a dierent approah to test generation and seletion. As in some
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of the previously ommented approahes, suh as [FPS01, Car99, Car00℄, a manually
stated test purpose is used to dene the desired sequenes to be observed on the spe-
iation. A synhronous produt of the test purpose and the timed automata model
is rst formed and used to extrat a symboli test sequene with timing onstraints
that reah a goal state of the test purpose. This symboli trae an be interpreted at
exeution time to give a nal verdit.
• [RNHW98℄ gives a partiular method for the derivation of the more relevant inputs of
systems.
• [PF99℄ suggests a tehnique for translating a region graph into a graph where timing
onstraints are expressed by spei labels using lok zones.
• [RMN08℄ proposes a logi to infer whether a set of observations (i.e. results of test
appliations) allows to laim that the IUT onforms to the speiation if a spei
set of hypotheses (taken from a repertory of hypotheses) is assumed. In [RMN08℄
the soundness and ompleteness of this new logi with respet to a general notion of
onformane is shown. In addition to this new logi, [MNR07a, MNR08a℄ represent
a onservative extension inluding a omplete temporal systems study. The authors
adapt some of the [RMN08℄ rules to ope with this new framework, and they introdue
several spei hypotheses and rules to appropriately express time assumptions. In
this approah they also prove a orretness result of this new approah with respet
to a general notion of timed onformane.
2.3 Summarizing remarks
During the last 15 years several methods have been proposed to takle the problem of
testing timed systems. Eah of these proposals faes the problem from a dierent point
of view. The existene of very dierent approahes is due to the fat that testing timed
systems is an inherently diult task for several reasons, as we ommented in the beginning
of the hapter. In partiular, eah studied proposal satisfatorily faes a given issue on the
ost of sariing a suitable property met by other previous approahes, or leading to new
unforeseen hallenges. This senario leaves free room for divergent hoies where eah one
has dierent benets and drawbaks. Summarizing, eah proposal ommented before falls
into one or more of the following ategories:
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(1) Test derivation methods provide test suites that are known to be unomplete. In this
ase, the value of a onstruted test suite is due to one of the following reasons:
(a) It fully analyzes a test purpose, that is a subset of behaviors that are onsidered
speially relevant aording to some riteria (e.g., a given funtionality provided
to the user), leaving the rest of behaviors untested.
(b) It fullls a overage riterium, that is, tests in the test suite are designed to fully
exerise a given strutural harateristi of the speiation during testing the
IUT (e.g., states, loations, edges, et). Let us note that the orresponding IUT
strutural harateristi is dierent, in general. So, a overage riterium is in fat
an heuristi test seletion riterium.
(2) Test derivation methods provide nite test suites that are omplete. This an be
met by adding assumptions about the IUT (e.g., determinism or determinizability of
systems, output urgeny, bounded number of states in the IUT, disretizability of time,
et). Usually, the number of required hypotheses is high, or some of them impose very
strong limitations.
(3) Test derivation methods provide innite test suites that are omplete. In this ase,
ompleteness is only met in the limit. Usually, the number of required hypotheses is
lower than in the previous alternative, though some hypotheses are still required to
reah the property that omplete test suites are ountable sets (e.g., disretizability of
time).
Chapter 3
State-of-the-Art: Passive Testing and
Monitoring
In this hapter, we briey expose the more relevant state of the art of passive testing and
monitoring systems. An important goal of formal testing is to determine the onformane.
The ativity of onformane testing is essentially foused on verifying the onformity of a
given implementation to its speiation. In most ases, testing is based on the ability
of a tester that stimulates the implementation under test and heks the orretion of the
answers provided by the implementation [LY96, Lai02℄. However, in some situations this
ativity beomes diult and even impossible to perform. For example, this is the ase if
the tester is not provided with a diret interfae to interat with the IUT. Another onitive
situation appears when the implementation is built from omponents that are running in
their environment and annot be shutdown or interrupted for a long period of time. In these
situations, there is a partiular interest in using other types of testing tehniques suh as
passive testing.
Passive testing is a testing tehnique opposite but no inompatible with ative testing.
The main dierent between them are that in ative testing testers an interat, with any
input, with the IUT and observe the obtained result in real time. In passive testing approah
testers annot interat diretly with the implementation. The usual approah of passive
testing onsists in reording the trae produed by the implementation under test and trying
to nd a fault by omparing this trae with the speiation [LNS
+
97, Mil98, TC99, TCI99,
MA00℄. A fault is an abnormal ondition or behavior that is dierent from how the system
is either speied or expeted to behave.
The problem of fault detetion has been studied extensively in the late sixties and early
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seventies motivated by testing of sequential iruits and, more reently, by testing of network
protools. A variety of methods have been proposed [Moo56, Hen64, SD88, BU91b, MP93,
MP94, YL95, SL95, LY96℄. In ative testing, generally a test is designed based on the
struture of the FSM that models the system. Usually, these tests are appropriate for testing
an isolated mahine of small to medium size. However, for network protools modeled as
CFSMs, due to the interations of omponent mahines and variables, the size of the omposite
and/or expanded mahine is formidable. This makes strutured testing impratial. To ope
with omplexity, unstrutured testing has been proposed as well [Wes89, LSKP96℄. Almost
all the tehniques for fault detetion in the published literature involve ative testing. As we
have already mentioned along this Master Thesis, in ative testing, the tester has omplete
ontrol over the inputs and devises a test sequene to reveal possible faults of the system.
Obviously, ative testing is less appliable to network management. Moreover, testers may
have no ontrol over the system inputs and, usually they an only passively observe the
input/output behavior. Speially, in operational networks it is frequently diult to insert
arbitrary inputs without aeting the servie or the operation of the network. This naturally
leads to passive testing: To observe the input/output behavior of a system in its normal
operation for the purpose of deteting faults [Sei72℄.
Even though passive testing tehniques are not new (see for example the approah shown
in [AAD79℄) in the 1990s a very ative researh on passive testing was developed. A passive
fault detetion approah was rst proposed in [BHS89℄. In this approah passive observers
were used for network fault detetion. Later, multiple observers were used to redue the
omplexity of eah observer [WS93℄. Other approahes explore relevant properties required
for a orret implementation, and then hek them on the traes of the systems under
test [CGP01, ACN03℄.
Passive testing has very large domains of appliation. For instane, it an be used as a
monitoring tehnique to detet and report errors. Another area of appliation is in network
management to detet onguration problems, fault identiation, or resoure provisioning
(i.e, [MA01, WZY01℄). It an be also used to study the feasibility of new features suh as
lasses of servies, network seurity, and ongestion ontrol. Nowadays networks are beom-
ing larger, more sophistiated, heterogeneous, and geographially dispersed. In addition,
networks are put together by integrating equipment from multiple vendors. Consequently,
management of suh networks is beoming an important but diult task. Various things
an go wrong, disabling the network or a portion of the network or degrading the performane
to an unaeptable level. In many appliations, where the end-to-end network performane
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needs to be guaranteed, many elements need to be managed at the same time. The om-
plexity of suh networks ditates the use of automated network management tools [Tow88℄.
Fortunately, some standards (i.e, Simple Network Management Protool v. 3) have been
proposed and are beoming popular for ommuniating status information using a protool,
a database struture speiation and a set of data objets. In order to maintain proper
operation of a sophistiated network, the system as a whole and eah individual omponent
must be in proper working order. In this ontext, a fault is an abnormal ondition or behav-
ior that is dierent from how the system is either speied or expeted to behave. Managing
faults in a system is one of the key requirements for network management [Ros81℄. The
faults that an be managed inlude:
• Deide if a fault has happened.
• Determine the loation of the fault.
• Isolate the rest of the network so that it an ontinue to funtion.
• Reongure the network to minimize the impat of the fault.
• Repair the fault.
In protool-system fault detetion is often onduted by ative testing. A test sequene
is designed with a desired fault overage and then applied to a system implementation
under test to reveal faults from its output responses [LY96℄. However, for network man-
agement, often testers annot interrupt normal system operations arbitrarily by applying
test sequenes; testers an only monitor the system input/output behaviors to infer possi-
ble faults, and the reommendable testing approah is based in passive testing or passive
fault detetion [LCH
+
02℄. The global idea is to proess the olletion traes and apply
their orretness with respet to the speiation if they owns to the language aepted by
speiation automaton.
Though passive testing is sometimes mentioned as an alternative to ative testing [LY96℄,
only little eort has been devoted to this aspet of testing. However, passive testing is worth
investigating, sine
• Under ertain irumstanes, it may be the only type of test available, for example in
network management.
• It is relatively heap and easy to implement.
• Ative testing is sometimes impratial due to the omplexity of systems.
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The simplest approah to passive testing makes use of an FSM to model the behavior of
the system. In FSM based passive fault detetion, the speiation of the IUT is modeled as
an FSM M, and the IUT N is viewed as a blak box where only the exeution traes are
observable. Aordingly, these exeution traes are ompared with M to detet faults in
N . The tester wishes to determine whether N is faulty with respet to M by observing a
sequene t of input/output pairs from N where the starting state of N is known or an be
estimated. Suh a deision an be based on the number of states that are ompatible with t,
being a state s of M ompatible with t if t is a trae of M starting at s. If the number of
states ompatible with t is zero then t is suient to determine that N is faulty. Otherwise,
t is insuient to determine whether N is faulty. It means that there are one or more states
ompatible with t and t needs to be augmented by an additional input/output sequene of
N to ontinue with the fault detetion.
Normally, authors model ommuniation networks by FSMs [HP92, AP94, BCSS98, NR99,
Mea03, CV06℄. A transition may be assoiated with ertain input/output behavior, whih
may not be observable as in the ase of internal transitions or networks in whih testers
an only observe pakets but not interations. Due to limited observability, a network often
exhibits ertain nondeterministi behavior, whih is typially modeled by a nondeterministi
nite state mahine (NFSM). Additionally, the interations of dierent entities in a network
an be better modeled by ommuniating nite state mahines (CFSM). Furthermore, sine
ontrol variables and parameters are usually embedded in the network, authors use extended
nite state mahines (EFSM) (i.e, [LY96, LNS
+
97, DU04℄). For example, let us suppose that
testers have a speiation mahine M, whih models the design or desired behavior of a
network. Testers have an implementation mahine N , whih is the network under test and
is a blak-box (i.e, testers an only observe its input/output behavior). Passive testing tries
to determine whether N has faults.
There is a pressing need for network management systems apable of handling faults.
Sophistiated equipment is muh more vulnerable to any single faulty inident. Several ap-
proahes are possible for dealing with fault management in modem omplex systems and
networks. Next we briey desribe some of the most relevant approahes in network mon-
itoring passive testing. One approah is to develop expert systems apable of diagnosing
faults and taking orretive ation on likely fault senarios [YWS
+
89℄. The major diulty
here is that the experiene of human experts is generally required to develop the expert
systems. Eah system or subsystem must be handled separately, in general in an ad ho
fashion. In the ase of newly developed systems, this may pose problems.
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Another approah an be found in [WS93℄. This work goal is to look for unifying prini-
ples in fault detetion and identiation. Atually, many network problems that our due
to intrusions and seurity violations an be addressed by using passive testing. This is lear
from the observation that unwanted intrusions matter only if they are suessful in hanging
the input/output behavior of the implemented mahine. Thus, many seurity attaks may
be treated as intentional and subtle modiations to the behavior of implemented mahine
that are manifested only under the presene of ertain inputs and when the mahine is in a
ertain state. The goal of [WS93℄ is to develop a lass(es) of fault detetion mehanisms that
apply broadly aross a variety of ommuniation systems. Most ommuniation proedures
and systems are urrently desribed in terms of well-dened protools. These protools, in
turn, are generally speied in terms of disrete-event systems, most ommonly FSMs. Earlier
work along these lines used the onept of a redued-state FSM as an observer, apable of
deteting speied types of faults in minimum time. Authors fous on a very simple group
of FSM observers (generally two states eah), apable of deteting almost all possible faults
in the system under observation, being exeptions generally deadlok and livelok situations.
Thus [WS93℄ proposes to use a set of independent observers to detet faults in ommuniation
systems that are modeled by FSMs. An algorithm for onstruting these observers and a fast
real-time fault detetion mehanism used by eah observer was given. Sine these observers
run in parallel and independently, one immediate benet is that of graeful degradation: One
failed observer will not ause ollapse of the fault management system. In addition, eah
observer has a simpler struture than the original system and an be operated at higher
speed.
In [LS94℄ the authors proposed an algorithm to trae the variable values as well as the
system states, and presented two eient implementations of the algorithm. In the rst
implementation, they narrow down the range of eah variable as muh as possible whenever
additional information an be derived from a transition. A set of range operations was
introdued and they used examples to illustrate that usage. In the seond implementation,
the onstraints derived from a transition path are reorded and the exeutability of the path
is veried by solving the onstraints as a system of linear equations/inequalities. These
algorithms an deal with ommonly enountered operations on variable values assoiated
with state transitions and also provide eient variable value determination for the protool
data portion fault detetion.
In [LNS
+
97℄ also proppose Passive testing for network fault management. In this ap-
proah faults are deteted in a network protool system by passively observing its in-
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put/output behaviors without interrupting the normal network operations. [LNS
+
97℄ in-
trodued methods for passive fault detetion of deterministi and nondeterministi FSMs.
This work takes into aount that it is important for ommuniation networks to detet
faults in-proess, that is while the network is in its normal operation. [LNS
+
97℄ apply
their tehniques to management of a signaling network operating under the Signaling Sys-
tem 7 (SS7) and report experimental results, whih show the feasibility of applying passive
testing to pratial systems.
A general formal model for passive onformane testing was rst presented in [NVN98℄,
where the FSM is used to model the protool ontrol portion, and fault detetion algorithms for
both deterministi and nondeterministi systems were designed, implemented, and applied
to detet faults at run-time for the Signal System 7 (SS7) protool system.
In [Mil98, MA00, MA01℄, the authors speify network systems as CFSMs and study fault
detetion and loation. Baktraking is an eetive tehnique for fault detetion [ACC
+
04℄.
In [LNS
+
97℄ authors developed algorithms for FSM-based passive fault detetion. This ap-
proah has been applied to other FSM-based systems [WZY01, ZYW01℄ and was extended to
systems speied in the EFSM model by [TC99, LCH
+
02, CV06, ACC
+
04, LCH
+
06℄ and to
systems speied in the CFSM model by [Mil98, MA00, MA01℄.
[TCI99℄ presents an extension of the existing algorithms to onsider that speiation are
desribed as EFSMs. They introdue an algorithm to take into aount the number of states
and transitions overed. This algorithm is an extension of the one proposed in [LNS
+
97℄
to onsider EFSMs as the system speiations. Authors experimented, by using in the SDL
speiation of the GSMMAP. In [TC99℄ a simple algorithm of passive testing on EFSMs
was developed and applied to the GSM-MAP protool. The algorithm reords the values of
variables and disards them whenever inonsisteny ours. Yet, no onvining arguments
are given on how the faults an be deteted.
In [MA01℄ authors use FSMs model for networks to investigate fault identiation using
passive testing. The authors illustrate their tehnique through a simulation of a pratial
X.25 protool example.
[ZYW01℄ studies how passive testing hek the protool implementation through online
observation. They showed that passive testing an be performed in the prodution eld
without interfering with the network. This test methodology was realized in an OnLine Test
System (OLTS). The OLTS exploits the state synhronization algorithm to test the protool
state mahine. It tests the exhange and the manipulation of the routing information through
the topology analysis and the internal proess simulation. OLTS also supports multiple
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instanes to work in a distributed environment and it an also ooperate with an ative test
system to bring out the best of eah other.
A more systemati study of passive testing of the data portion were reported in [LCH
+
02℄.
Variables ontain important information of protool systems. In partiular, they determine
the system states, and their external behaviors. Let us remark that, it is well known that to
test variable values due to the omplexity of traing them [LY96℄. In [LCH
+
02℄ the authors
present two algorithms, using an Event-driven EFSM. Experimental results on the Internet
routing protool OSPF were reported. First an eetive passive testing algorithm for EFSMs
was proposed. Seond, an algorithm based on variable determination with the onstraints
on variables was presented. This last algorithm allows us to trae variables values as well
as the system state. However, not all transfer errors an be deteted. To overome this
limitation, [ACC
+
04℄ proposes a new approah based on bakward traing. This algorithm
was strongly inspired by [LCH
+
02℄, but proesses the trae bakward in order to further
narrow down the possible ongurations for the beginning of the trae and to ontinue the
exploration in the past of the trae with the help of the speiation. This algorithm ontains
two phases. First, it follows a given trae bakward, from the urrent onguration to a set
of starting ones, aording to the speiation. The goal is to nd the possible starting
ongurations of the trae, whih leads to the urrent onguration. Then, it analyses
the past of this set of starting ongurations, also in a bakward manner, seeking for end
ongurations, that is to say ongurations in whih the variables are determined. When
suh ongurations are reahed, they an take a deision on the validity of the studied path.
This new algorithm was applied to the Simple Connetion Protool (SCP) that allows to
onnet two entities after a negotiation of the quality of servie required for the onnetion.
The testing results were also ompared to the passive testing algorithm in [LCH
+
02℄.
In [CV06℄ the authors propose an approah to passive testing in order to express invari-
ants for network protools, suh as session maintenane protools. In the proposed tehnique,
ritial properties were represented as a set of invariants that an IUT should fulll. Further-
more, the authors propose a mehanism to get around the problem to determine from whih
state the observation of exeution traes started. In order to validate the eetiveness of the
proposed approah, the Managed Session Protool was used as a real-life ase study.
In [SL06℄, authors propose an algorithm, inspired in [LSK
+
93, LSKP96℄, where heuristis
are used to ahieve high overage of transitions in a CFSM model. The authors also studied
mutation testing, sine it is known to be eient for a range of partiular types of errors in
software testing. This approah denes mutation funtions with speial properties suh that
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only mutants with single faults need to be onsidered for test generation. As a ase study,
authors modeled the prediate (guard) absene fault type FPA with this property, then
presented and analyzed the test generation algorithm. The well-known Needham-Shroeder
on mutual authentiation protool [NS78, Low96℄ was used to illustrate their formal model
and testing algorithms. In [UXZ07℄, authors propose a new approah to FSM based passive
fault detetion whih improves the performane of [LNS
+
97℄.
Routing protools are playing an important role for the Internet performane. The
protool testing is an eetive means to guarantee the quality of the protools implementa-
tions. Now the most ommonly used routing protools inlude RIP, OSPF and BGP [HW08℄
and protools proposed by other organizations or manufatures. Although the traditional
ative testing helps a lot to unover the deienies of the implementations of routing pro-
tools [HLSV00, ZYW03℄, some abnormalities will only appear in pratie and/or over long
time. The passive testing [LNS
+
97℄ an be performed in prodution led over a long time
without interferene on the network. It is able to perform the onformane, interoperability
and performane tests. The passive testing only observes online and does not send anything
to the IUT. It is quite dierent from the injeting input and observing output way. Thus,
orresponding tehniques for the passive testing must be worked out. The OnLine Test
System (OLTS) was a realization and an appliation of the passive testing, whih made it
funtion in test ativities.
Most seurity protools use ryptography to ahieve data transmission, authentiation
and key distribution [Mea92, Mea03℄ in a hostile environment. Several unique harateristis
of seurity protools make the traditional onformane testing approahes insuient and
pose new hallenges for both modeling and test generation tasks. First, seurity protools
have a huge and speial data portion. The input/output messages are from a language
dened by ryptographi primitives suh as publi/private enryption and deryption. The
formidable size of the alphabet makes generating a omplete heking sequene infeasible.
Therefore, tradeo is usually made to fous only on a speial type of non onformane
seurity aws.
Normally EFSMs an be used to speify the seurity protool and augment the model to
inlude seurity protool message types as the parameter of input/output symbols. On the
other hand, seurity properties an be tested only with a preise intruder model. In [SL06℄,
authors use EFSM to formally speify the intruder's behaviors based on the well known Dolev
Yao model [DY81℄, whih models most powerful and yet realisti intruder. Consequently, the
whole protool system was modeled as the ommuniation system omposed of the intruder
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and a set of legitimate prinipals. This approah was extended in [SL06℄ adding knowledge
to the intruders and message ondentiality requirement.
The existene of diverse intruders renders the resiliene of those protool systems more
signiant, and more hallenging. Various formal modeling and analysis tehniques, suh
as BAN logi, model-heking and strand spaes [NS78, Low96, ES00℄ were developed to
ensure the orretness of seurity protool system. These works were foused on validating
the protool speiation. However, errors an also be introdued to the system in implemen-
tation phases, even if the speiation is proven to be awless. Furthermore, interonneted
ommuniation system interfaes may result in seurity problems, suh as message ontent
exposure.
Systemati testing approahes for seurity protools have been largely negleted by the
researh ommunity, even though numerous reports show programming errors in seurity-
ritial systems are very ommon [Tho03, Tho05℄. Testing for system seurity, often known
as penetration testing [Tho05℄ or red-team testing, refers to the ativity of exeuting a
predened test sript with the goal of nding a seurity exploit. Thompson in [Tho03℄
lassied four general penetration testing methods:
• Testing dependeny.
• Testing unantiipated user input.
• Expose design vulnerabilities.
• Expose implementation vulnerabilities.
Under these guidelines pratial testing has been onduted in industry and proved to
be very helpful. Nonetheless, most of the urrent penetration testing ativities are ad-ho
and rely on expert knowledge of target systems or existing exploits [GH02℄; the ost of a
omprehensive testing is high and the response time is too long. On the other hand, urrent
testing methods are largely at system level on system reonguration [SHJ
+
02℄ or unexpeted
side eet of operations [CKXI03℄. Protool level penetration testing has not drawn adequate
attention yet is ruial for disovering seurity protool implementation errors. Partiularly,
automated test seletion and exeution tehniques were desirable for omplex protools and
for real-time response to seurity aws.
In [CGP03℄ was presented a novel methodology to perform passive testing. The usual
approah onsists in reording the trae produed by the implementation under test and
trying to nd a fault by omparing this trae with the speiation. This novel approah
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was supported by the following idea: A set of invariants represent the most relevant expeted
properties of the implementation under test. Intuitively, an invariant expresses the fat that
eah time the implementation under test performs a given sequene of ations, then it must
exhibit a behavior reeted in the invariant. Authors propose a more ative approah to
passive testing where the minimum set of (ritial) properties required to a orret imple-
mentation may be expliitly indiated. In short, an invariant expresses that eah time that
the implementation under test performs a given sequene of input/output ations, then it
must show a behavior respeted in the invariant. This approah was able to test the data
ow, but not in a very satisfatory way. This was the reason for a seond approah seeking
to apply a set of onstraints to the trae. In order to perform this phase authors present
two algorithms based, respetively, on left-to-right and right-to-left pattern mathing algo-
rithms. In this approah information was extrated from the speiation and then used to
proess the trae. However, one of the drawbaks of this approah was the limitation on the
grammar used to express invariants.
Another approah an be seen in [ACN03℄. There, it was proposed that invariants should
be supplied by the expert/tester. In this ase the rst step is to hek that the invariant is
in fat orret with respet to the speiation. An algorithm to hek this orretness was
provided. The omplexity, in the worst ase, of the algorithm was linear, with respet to the
number of transitions in the speiation. One a set of (orret) invariants was generated
the seond step onsists in heking whether the trae produed by the IUT respets the
invariants. In order to do so a simple adaptation of the lassial algorithms for pattern
mathing on strings (see e.g. [BM77, KMP77℄) was implemented. In [ACN03℄ was also
presented a test arhiteture for WAP as well as the experimental results obtained from
the appliation of their passive testing with invariants approah. Another experiment with
invariant were presented simulating Simple Connetion Protool (SCP) and the results of
preliminary experiments are presented in [CGP03℄.
To improve the fault detetion apabilities, [ACC
+
04℄ proposes a bakward heking
method that analyzes in a bakward fashion the input/output trae from passive testing
and its past. It eetively heks both the ontrol and data portion of a protool system,
ompliments the forward heking approahes, and detets more errors. Authors presented
their algorithm, studied its termination and omplexity, and reported experiment results on
the protool SCP.
In [BCNZ05℄, authors performed two types of property veriation: one on the speia-
tion and another one on the implementation. For the rst type of veriation was developed
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algorithms whose omplexity were better than lassial algorithms for model heking, sine
these ones were usually exponential on the number of transitions. For the seond type of
veriation authors developed new algorithms that hek the properties on the real imple-
mentation traes. These algorithms were adaptations of lassial algorithms for pattern
mathing. Let us remark that this kind of veriation is not performed at all by model
heking. Thus, their tehniques are indeed loser to onformane testing or system mon-
itoring than to model heking. In [BCNZ05℄ was also studied WAP. This protool is an
open global speiation that empowers mobile users with wireless devies to easily aess
and interat with Internet information and servies instantly. It is worth to point out that
this protool represents a typial example where ative testing annot be applied sine, in
general, there is no diret aess to the interfaes between the dierent layers. Thus, testers
annot ontrol how internal ommuniations were established.
In [SL06℄ was studied testing of message ondentiality and essential seurity property.
The authors formally model protool systems with an intruder using Dolev-Yao model.
The well-known Needham-Shroeder-Lowe protool is used to illustrate their approahes.
In [LCH
+
06℄ authors studied network protool system monitoring for fault detetion using
a formal tehnique of passive testing that is a proess of deteting system faults by passively
observing its input/output behaviors without interrupting its normal operations. After de-
sribing a formal model of event-driven EFSMs, authors present two algorithms for passive
testing of protool system ontrol and data portions. Experimental results on OSPF and
TCP were reported.
In [WSW
+
07℄ authors applied a passive testing algorithm to the TCP protool. Ex-
perimental results show that the protool has a high transition overage ompared with
interpretability testing experiments. Detailed analysis of the experiments is present and
shows a possible way of ombining passive testing and ative testing.
In addition to the theoretial framework some authors have developed some software tool.
The OnLine Test System (OLTS) [ZYW01℄. The prototypes of the OLTS were implemented
on both a Sun Ultra 1 Solaris platform and a x86-Linux platform separately to promote the
usability. Tl/TK was exploited to plot a friendly GUI. Besides, they ombined both the
ative testing and the passive testing together. Eetive test on routing protools has been
performed.
Another software tool is TestTInv. This tool failitates the automation of the passive
testing approah proposed in [BCNZ05℄. In order to test the usefulness of their approah,
the tool was exerised in a real-life ase study: The Wireless Appliation Protool (WAP).
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The authors present a test arhiteture as well as the most relevant results obtained from
the appliation of their approah to the WAP.
Chapter 4
Passive Testing of Timed Systems
The sale and heterogeneity of urrent systems make impossible for developers to have an
overall view of the system. Thus, it is diult to foresee those errors that are either ritial
or more probable. Sine the onstrution of a system requires to use several omponents,
developed by dierent teams, reliability of these omponents is a must. This is a requirement
not only for nal ustomers but also for developers. In this ontext, formal testing tehniques
provide systemati proedures to hek implementations in suh a way that the overage of
ritial parts/aspets of the system depends less on the intuition of the tester.
The appliation of formal testing tehniques to hek the orretness of a system requires
to identify its ritial aspets, that is, those aspets that will make the dierene between
orret and inorret behavior. In this line, the time onsumed by eah operation should
be onsidered ritial in a real-time system. There has been several proposals for timed
testing (e.g. [MMM95, CL97, HNTC99, SVD01, EDK02, ED03, NR06, MNR08℄). In these
works, time is onsidered to be deterministi, that is, time requirements follow the form
after/before t time units.... In fat, in most of the ases, time is introdued by means of
loks following [AD94℄. Even though the inlusion of time allows the speier to give a
more preise desription of the system to be implemented, there are frequent situations that
annot be aurately desribed by using this notion of deterministi time. For example, we
may desire to speify a system where a message is expeted to be reeived with probability
1
2 in the interval (0, 1], with probability
1
4 in (1, 2], and so on. In our framework we propose
two dierent ways to take into aount time issues represented in speiations. On the
one hand, we onsider time expressed with xed values. This approah is lose to hardware
systems sine time is usually onsidered to have xed values (i.e, it an be determined by the
internal wath, MIPS, and time per yles of the CPU). On the other hand, in our seond
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approah we onsider that time will be expressed by using probability distribution funtions.
This approah is loser to software systems where the time to exeute some input/output is
lose to a x number, with probability p, but it would not be redible to give a xed time
value sine this time may depend on several unontrollable eets.
Along this hapter we present two formal passive testing frameworks where the temporal
behaviour of systems is onsidered. Two extensions of the lassial onept of Finite State
Mahine will allow a speier to expliitly denote temporal requirements for eah ation of
a system. Intuitively, transitions in nite state mahines indiate that if the mahine is in
a state s and reeives and input i then it will produe and output o and it will hange its
state to s′. An appropriate notation for suh a transition ould be s
i/o
−−→ s′. In ontrast
if we onsider an extension of nite state mahines to onsider x time, transitions suh as
s
i/o
−−→ t s
′
indiate that the time between reeiving the input i and returning the output o is
given by t.
However, these are some similarities. We will separately present the two testing method-
ologies sine the treatment of time in both settings is very dierent, an spei approahes
have to be used in eah ase. In both ases, we onsider a set of observations olleted
by means of the interation with the implementation (i.e, logs of the system) and establish
dierent temporal properties assoiated with the invariants.
As we have already explained in the rst hapter of this Master Thesis, in this work
we represent time properties with invariants. In addition we provide algorithms to deide
the orretness of the invariants with respet to the speiations and algorithms to deide
if an invariant detet faults with respet to the traes generated by the implementation.
Let us remark that, due to the fat that we onsider a blak-box testing framework, testers
annot ompare in a diret way timed requirements of the real implementation with those
established in the speiation.
The rest of the hapter is organized as follows. In Setion 4.1 we introdue additional
notation used along the hapter suh as the notion of time interval, TFSMst,and TFSMft. In
Setion 4.2 we present our rst novel approah framework in passive testing where time is
expressed by x values. In Setion 4.3 we present our seond novel approah framework,
where time is given by probability distribution funtions.
4.1 Preliminaries
Along this work, we onsider that time values belong to a generi domain T . Most
onepts will be parameterized with respet to this domain. However, some of the notions
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and denitions will depend on the spei instane of the generi time domain. Speially,
we will onsider three dierent possibilities to represent time: Time values, stohasti time,
and time intervals.
Event though speiations will use either x time values of probability distribution
funtions, we will use time intervals within the denition of some invariants.
Denition 4.1 We say that any value t ∈ IR+ is a xed time value. We say that aˆ = [a1, a2]
is a time interval if a1 ∈ IR+, a2 ∈ IR+ ∪ {∞}, and a1 ≤ a2. We assume that for all t ∈ IR+
we have t <∞ and t+∞ =∞. We onsider that IR denotes the set of time intervals. Let
aˆ = [a1, a2] and bˆ = [b1, b2] be time intervals. We onsider the following funtions:
• ⊕ : IR× IR+ → IR dened as ⊕(aˆ, t) = [a1 + t, a2 + t].
• ⊟ : IR × IR → IR dened as ⊟(aˆ, bˆ) = [min(a1, b1),max(a2, b2)], where min and
max denote the minimum and maximum value respetively.
• + : IR× IR → IR dened as [a1, a2] + [b1, b2] = [a1 + b1, a2 + b2].
• ⊆: IR× IR → {true, false} dened as [a1, a2] ⊆ [b1, b2] = (a1 ≥ b1 ∧ a2 ≤ b2).
• ⊙ : IR× IR+ → {true, false} dened as [a1, a2]⊙ t = (t ≤ a2).
⊓⊔
Fixed time values are used to express preise moments where a signal is proessed by
a system. For example, if we assoiate t time units with a transition, then always this
transition is performed in t time units. This representation is very useful, for example in
seurity protools, where some signals must be sent exatly every 2 seonds. Time intervals
will be used to express time onstraints assoiated with the exeution of ations. The idea
is that if we assoiate a time interval [t1, t2] ∈ IR with a task we indiate that this task
should take at least t1 time units and at most t2 time units to be performed. Intervals like
[0, t], [t,∞), or [0,∞) denote the absene of a temporal lower/upper bound and the absene
of any bound, respetively.
Next we introdue the onepts of probability distribution funtion and ondene.
Denition 4.2 A probability distribution funtion is a funtion F : IR+ −→ [0, 1] having
the following properties:
• limt→+∞ F (t) = 1.
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• F is monotonially inreasing, that is, for all t1 and t2 ∈ IR+ suh that t1 ≤ t2 we have
F (t1) ≤ F (t2).
• F is a right-ontinuous funtion at any point, that is, for all t ∈ IR+ we have:
lim
t′→t+
F (t′) = F (t).
We denote the set of probability distribution funtions by F (F,F1, F2 to range over F).
Let F1 and F2 be two probability distribution funtions. We write F1 = F2 if for all t ∈ IR+
we have F1(t) = F2(t). We will all sample to any multiset of positive real numbers. We
denote the set of multisets in IR+ by ℘(IR+). Let F be a probability distribution funtion
and J be a sample. We denote the ondene of F on J by γ(F, J). ⊓⊔
In our setting, samples will be assoiated with time values that implementations need
to perform sequenes of ations. We have that γ(F, J) takes values in the interval [0, 1].
Intuitively, bigger values of γ(F, J) indiate that the observed sample J is more likely to
be produed by the probability distributed funtion F . That is, γ deides how similar the
probability distribution funtion generated by J and the one orresponding to F are.
Next, we introdue one of the standard ways to measure the ondene degree that a
probability distribution funtion F has on a sample. In order to do so, we will present a
methodology to perform hypothesis ontrasts. The underlying idea is that a sample will be
rejeted if the probability of observing that sample from a natural sample extrated from F
is low. In pratie, we will hek whether the probability to observe a disrepany lower than
or equal to the one we have observed is low enough. We will present Pearson's χ2 ontrast.
Denition 4.3 The Pearson's χ2 ontrast an be applied both to ontinuous and disrete
probability distribution funtions. One we have olleted a sample of size n we perform the
following steps:
• We split the sample into k lasses whih over all the possible range of values. We
denote by oi the observed frequeny at lass i (i.e. the number of elements belonging
to the lass i).
• We alulate the probability pi of eah lass, aording to the proposed probability
distribution funtion. We denote by ei the expeted frequeny, whih is given by the
equation ei = n · pi.
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• We alulate the disrepany between observed frequenies and expeted frequenies
as X2 =
∑k
i=1
(oi−ei)2
ei
. When the model is orret, this disrepany is approximately
distributed as the distribution χ2.
• We estimate the number of freedom degrees of χ2 as k − r − 1. In this ase, r is the
number of parameters of the model whih have been estimated by maximal likelihood
over the sample to estimate the values of pi (i.e. r = 0 if the model ompletely speies
the values of pi before the samples are observed).
• We will aept that the sample follows the proposed random variable if the probability
to obtain a disrepany greater or equal to the disrepany observed is high enough,
that is, if X2 < χ2α(k − r − 1) for some α low enough. Atually, as suh margin to
aept the sample dereases as α dereases, we an obtain a measure of the validity of
the sample as max{α |X2 < χ2α(k − r − 1)}.
⊓⊔
Example 4.1 Let us illustrate the previous denitions of probability distribution funtion,
sample, ondene and Person χ2 ontrast in the following example. Let us suppose we have
a die, having its six sides the same probability. We represent this probability funtion in
Figure 4.1. For example, the probability of obtaining 1 or less is 16 , and the probability of
obtaining a number less than or equal to 4 is 46 .
Suppose we toss this die three hundred times. We store the observed results in a sample
denoted by ℓ. We have that ℓ is in ℘({1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}). In order to represent the number of
observed values assoiated whih eah side of the die, let us suppose that in ℓ the observed
frequenies are o1 = 43, o2 = 49, o3 = 56, o4 = 45, o5 = 66, and o6 = 41.
Now we show how an we deide the ondene of ℓ with respet to the funtion rep-
resented in Figure 4.1. We will use for this task the hi square goodness of t test. This
test is partiularly useful to determine how well a model ts observed data sine it allows us
to evaluate how lose the observed values are to those whih would be expeted given the
model in question.
We denote the expeted frequeny of value i by ei. Sine we expeted that the die is
regular, we have ei = 50 with 1 ≤ i ≤ 6.
The level of signiane α ∈ [0, 1] allows us to let some disrepanies in the values with
respet to the expeted ones. We dene the null hypothesis, denoted by H0, and we must
show that H0 does not hold. The meaning of the null hypothesis in this example is the die
is not regular, meaning that F (x) 6= x6 , for some x ∈ {1, . . . , 6}.
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Figure 4.1: Probability distribution funtion of a regular die.
H0 =
6∑
i=1
(oi − ei)
2
ei
> χ25;α
If we use α = 0.05 the we are saying H0 does not hold the with probability 1 − α, in
other words that with probability 1− α, ℓ was obtained from F . In our ase, we an aept
that the die is regular beause H0 does not hold. ⊓⊔
Next we introdue our two timed extensions of the lassial nite state mahine model.
The main dierenes with respet to usual FSMs onsists in the addition of time to indiate
the lapse between oering an input and reeiving an output.
Denition 4.4 A Fixed Timed Finite State Mahine, in the following TFSMft, is a tuple
M = (S,I,O, T r, sin) where S is a nite set of states, I is the set of input ations, O is the
set of output ations, Tr is the set of transitions, and sin is the initial state.
A transition belonging to Tr is a tuple (s, s′, i, o, t) where s, s′ ∈ S are the initial and
nal states of the transition, i ∈ I and o ∈ O are the input and output ations, respetively,
and t ∈ IR+ denotes the time that the transition needs to be ompleted. We say that M is
input-enabled if for all state s ∈ S and input i ∈ I, there exist s′ ∈ S, o ∈ O, and t ∈ IR+
suh that (s, s′, i, o, t) ∈ Tr. ⊓⊔
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Intuitively, a transition (s, s′, i, o, t) of a TFSMft indiates that if the mahine is in state s
and reeives the input i then, after t time units, the mahine emits the output o and moves
to s′. We denote this transition by s
i/o
−−→ t s
′
.
Denition 4.5 A Stohasti Timed Finite State Mahine, in the following TFSMst, is a tuple
M = (S, I,O, Tr, sin) where S is a nite set of states, I is the set of input ations, O is the
set of output ations, Tr is the set of transitions, and sin is the initial state.
A transition belonging to Tr is a tuple (s, s′, i, o, F ) where s, s′ ∈ S are the initial and
nal states of the transition, i ∈ I and o ∈ O are the input and output ations, respetively,
and F ∈ F denotes the time, in probability terms, that the transition needs to be ompleted.
We say that M is input-enabled if for all state s ∈ S and input i ∈ I, there exist s′ ∈ S,
o ∈ O, and F ∈ F suh that (s, s′, i, o, F ) ∈ Tr. We say that M has regular stohasti
information, if there do not exist two dierent transitions (s, s′, i, o, F1) and (s1, s2, i, o, F2)
with F1 6= F2. ⊓⊔
Intuitively, a transition (s, s′, i, o, F ) of a TFSMft indiates that if the mahine is in state
s and reeives the input i then, after a lapse of t time units generated from the probability
distribution funtion F , the mahine emits the output o and moves to s′. We usually denote
suh transition by s
i/o
−−→ F s
′
. Along the rest of the work we assume that all the mahines
are observable non-deterministi and in the ase of TFSMst we assume that all mahines have
regular stohasti information.
Example 4.2 In this example we briey desribe the behaviour of the TFSMft represented
in Figure 4.2 and of the TFSMst represented in Figure 4.3. In Figure 4.2 we give a graphial
representation of a TFSM where s1 is the initial state. We an observe dierent transition
suh as s1
i0/o1
−−−→ 4 s2. Let us note that, aording to the denition, all time values are in
IR+ but, in ontrast with the TFSMst model time values are not uniquely assoiated with an
input/output pair. For example, we have two transitions s1
i1/o1
−−−→ 5 s4 and s2
i1/o1
−−−→ 6 s4
having the same assoiated input/output pair but dierent time values.
Let us onsider the TFSMst depited in Figure 4.3. We are modelling the timed behavior,
with the probability distribution funtions F1, F2, F3 assoiated with eah transition (In
Figure 4.4 we show a graphial representation of these three funtions). In this example we
show three possible, often used, probability distribution funtions. For instane, we may
onsider that the all values generated by the F1 funtion are uniformly distributed in the
interval [0, 2]. Uniform distributions allow us to keep ompatibility with time intervals in
(non-stohasti) timed models in the sense that the same weight is assigned to all the times
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Figure 4.2: Example of TFSMft.
in the interval. We onsider that F2 follows a Dira distribution in 4. The Dira distribution
onentrates all the probability in a single point. Thus a Dira distribution in n gives
probability 1 to n and probability 0 to the rest of values. In timed terms, the idea is that the
orresponding delay will be equal to n time units. Dira distributions allow us to simulate
deterministi delays appearing in timed models. Finally, F3 is exponentially distributed with
parameter 3.
For instane, let us onsider the transition t23. Intuitively, if the mahine is in state 2
and reeives the input i0 then it will produe the output o1 after a time given by F1 and
will move to state 3. The time assoiated with the transition is a value 0 ≤ t ≤ 2, that an
be drawn with the same probability. ⊓⊔
During the rest of this Master Thesis, in denitions where the introdued onepts are
the same for TFSMft or TFSMst we will use the generi name TFSM. Next, we introdue the
notion of trae of a TFSM. As usual, a trae is a sequene of input/output pairs. In addition,
we have to reord the time that the trae needs to be performed.
Traes are essential in passive testing. Let us remember that, in our setting, testers
annot interat with the IUT. They are only provided with reorder traes, alled logs, for
making testing. In a log we an observe several signals (inputs/output) and the time where
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Figure 4.3: Example of TFSMst.
they were performane. A log is a nite sequene and it will look like
i1/o1/t1, i2/o2/t2, i3/o3/t3, . . . , in/on/tn
Depending on the notion of time represented in the onsidered mahines, testers will onsider
one approah or the other to deide the validity of the trae reorded form the IUT.
4.2 Fixed Time Approah
In this setion we introdue the notion of timed invariant for mahines representing time
as x values. For example, we an express that the time the system takes to perform a
transition always belongs to a spei interval. Thus, timed invariants are used to express
the temporal restritions of a trae. In our formalism, we assume that timed invariants are
given by the tester, possibly derived from the original requirements. Another approah is
to onsider that they are extrated from the speiation. In fat, we an do this easily
by adapting the method given in [CGP03℄ to our timed framework. However, this leads to
a huge set of invariants, being most of them irrelevant. In our approah we need to hek
that the timed invariants proposed by the tester are orret with respet to the speiation.
One we have a olletion of orret timed invariants, we will have to hek if these invariants
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Figure 4.4: Representation of probability distribution funtions F1, F2, F3.
are satised by the traes produed by the implementation. We will provide an algorithm
to verify the orretness of the log, reorded from the implementation, with respet to an
invariant.
In order to express traes in a onise way, we will use the wild-ard haraters ? and ⋆.
The wild-ar ? represents any value in the sets I and O, while ⋆ represents a sequene of
input/output pairs.
Denition 4.6 Let M = (S,I,O, T r, sin) be a TFSMft. We say that the sequene I is a x
time invariant for M if the following two onditions hold:
1. I is dened aording to the following EBNF:
I ::= a/z/pˆ, I | ⋆ /pˆ, I ′ | i 7→ O/pˆ ⊲ tˆ
I ′ ::= i/z/pˆ, I | i 7→ O/pˆ ⊲ tˆ
In this expression we onsider pˆ, tˆ ∈ IR, i ∈ I, a ∈ I ∪ {?}, z ∈ O ∪ {?}, and O ⊆ O.
2. I is orret with respet to M .
We denote the set of xed timed invariants by FixedTimeInv. ⊓⊔
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Let us remark that time onditions established in invariants are given by intervals. How-
ever, mahines in our formalism present time information expressed as x amounts of time.
This fat is due to onsider that it an be admissible that the exeution of a task sometimes
lasts more than expeted: If most of the times the task is performed on time, a small number
of delays an be tolerated. Moreover, another reason for the tester to allow impreisions is
that the artifats measuring time while testing a system might not be as preise as desirable.
In this ase, an apparent wrong behavior due to bad timing an be in fat orret sine it
may happen that the wathes are not working properly. A longer explanation on the use of
time intervals to deal with impreisions an be found in [MNR07b℄.
Intuitively, the previous EBNF expresses that an invariant is either a sequene of symbols
where eah omponent, but the last one, is either an expression a/z/pˆ, with a being an input
ation or the wild-ard harater ?, z being an output ation or the wild-ard harater ?,
and pˆ being a timed interval, or an expression ⋆/pˆ. There are two restritions to this rule.
First, an invariant annot ontain two onseutive expressions ⋆/pˆ1 and ⋆/pˆ2. In the ase
that suh situation was needed to represent a property, the tester ould simulate it by means
of the expression ∗, (pˆ1 + pˆ2). The seond restrition is that an invariant annot present a
omponent of the form ⋆/pˆ followed by an expression beginning with the wildard harater
?, that is, the input of the next omponent must be a real input ation i ∈ I. In fat, ⋆
represents any sequene of input/output pairs suh that the input is not equal to i, being i
the next input appearing in the invariant.
The last omponent, orresponding to the expression i 7→ O/pˆ ⊲ tˆ, is an input ation
followed by a set of output ations and two timed restritions, denoted by means of two
intervals pˆ and tˆ. The rst one is assoiated to the last expression of the sequene. The
seond one is related to the sum of time values assoiated to all input/output pairs performed
before. For example, the meaning of an invariant as i/o/pˆ, ⋆/pˆ⋆, i
′ 7→ O/pˆ′ ⊲ tˆ is that if we
observe the transition i/o in a time belonging to the interval pˆ, then the rst ourrene of
the input symbol i′ after a lapse of time belonging to the interval pˆ⋆, must be followed by an
output belonging to the set O, in a time belonging to pˆ′. The interval tˆmakes referene to the
total time that the system must spend to perform the whole trae. This notion of invariant
allows us to express several properties of the system under study. Next, we introdue some
examples in order to present how invariants work.
Example 4.3 The simplest invariant we an dene within our framework follows the sheme
i 7→ {o}/[2, 3] ⊲ [2, 3]. The idea is that eah ourrene of the symbol i is followed by the
output symbol o and this transition is performed between 2 and 3 time units.
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We an speify a more omplex property by taking into aount that we are interested
in observing the output o after the input i only if the input i0 was previously observed. In
addition, we inlude intervals orresponding to the amount of time the system takes for eah
of the transitions and the total time it spends in the whole trae. We ould express this
property by means of the invariant i0/?/[1, 4], ⋆/[0, 5], i 7→ {o}/[2, 3] ⊲ [2, 12]. An observed
trae will be orret with respet to this invariant if eah time that we nd a (sub)sequene
starting with the input i0 and any output symbol whih has been performed in an amount
of time belonging to the interval [1, 4], then if there is an ourrene of the input symbol i
before 5 time units pass then the input i must be paired with the output symbol o and the
lapse between i and o must be in the interval [2, 3]. In addition, the whole sequene must
take a time belonging to the interval [2, 12].
We an rene the previous invariant if we onsider only the ases where the pair i0/o0 was
observed. The invariant for denoting this property is the following i0/o0/[1, 4], ⋆/[0, 5], i 7→
{o}/[2, 3] ⊲ [2, 12]. Let us remark that we ould not dedue that we have found an error if
the pair i0/o0 appears in the observed trae but the input i is not deteted afterwards in
the orresponding trae. In suh a situation we annot onlude that the implementation
fails. Similarly, if we nd the pair i0/o1 we annot onlude anything sine the premise of
the invariant, that is, the whole sequene but the last pair was not found. An invariant as
i 7→ {o1, o2}/[1, 4] ⊲ [1, 4] indiates that after input i we observe either o1 or o2 in a time
belonging to [1,4℄. ⊓⊔
Sine we assume that invariants an be dened by a tester, we must ensure that they
are orret with respet to the speiation. Next we explain the most relevant aspets
of our algorithm to deide whether an invariant is orret with respet to a speiation.
We separate the algorithm into three dierent parts. The rst part of the algorithm (see
Figure 4.5) is responsible for treating the prefae of the invariant, that is, to determine the
states that an be reahed in the speiation after the rst n− 1 input/output/time tuples
have been traversed. The seond phase (see Figure 4.6) is used to hek that the last pair
of the invariant is orret for the speiation. In other words, to detet that for all the
states omputed in the previous step, if the last input of the invariant an be performed
then the obtained output belongs to the set of outputs appearing in this last expression of
the invariant. In addition we also hek that these transitions are performed in the time
interval appearing in the invariant. Finally, the third part of the algorithm (see Figure 4.7)
veries the last part of the invariant: The sequene is always performed in a time belonging
to the orresponding interval. Next we introdue additional notation.
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Denition 4.7 Let M = (S,I,O, T r, sin) be a TFSMft, s ∈ S, a ∈ I ∪ {?}, z ∈ O ∪ {?},
and tˆ ∈ IR. We dene the set afterCond(s, a, z, tˆ) as the set of transitions belonging to
Tr having as initial state s, as input a, as output z, and suh that its time belongs to the
interval tˆ.
afterCond(s, i, o, tˆ) = {(s, s′, i, o, t)|∃s′ ∈ S, t ∈ IR+(s, s′, i, o, t) ∈ Tr ∧ t ∈ tˆ}
afterCond(s, ?, o, tˆ) =
⋃
i∈I
afterCond(s, i, o, tˆ)
afterCond(s, i, ?, tˆ) =
⋃
o∈O
afterCond(s, i, o, tˆ)
afterCond(s, ?, ?, tˆ) =
⋃
i∈I,o∈O
afterCond(s, i, o, tˆ)
We dene the funtion afterInt(s, tˆ, i) as the funtion that omputes the set of pairs
(s′, t) of states s′ ∈ S that an be reahed from state s after t time units, belonging t to the
interval tˆ, and suh that the input i is not performed.
We will use an auxiliary funtion so that afterIntAux(s, tˆ, i) = afterIntAux(s, tˆ, i, 0),
being this funtion dened as follows:
afterIntAux(s, tˆ, i, tot) = {(s, tot)|tot ∈ tˆ}
⋃
⋃
(s, s′′, i′, o, t) ∈ Tr
tˆ⊙ (tot+ t)
i 6= i′
afterIntAux(s′′, tˆ, i, tot+ t)
⊓⊔
In the rst phase of the algorithm we have to initially obtain the set of states that an
perform the rst input/output pair of the invariant. We ompute the states that an be
reahed from that initial set after performing that transition and suh that the time value
assoiated with the transition falls within the range marked by the invariant. We iterate
this proess until we reah the last expression of the invariant. It is worth to point out that
instead of implementing the traversal of the invariant by inrementing a ounter, we onsider
two auxiliary funtions: head() returns the rst element of the invariant and tail() removes
it. Let us remark that we distinguish between input/output pairs, possibly inluding the
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in : M = (S,I,O, T r, sin).
I = {a1/pˆ1, . . . , an−1/ ˆpn−1, in 7→ O/pˆn ⊲ pˆ}
// where for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1 we have that pˆk ∈ IR,
// and either ak = ik/ok, with ik ∈ I ∪ {?} and ok ∈ O ∪ {?}, or ak = ⋆;
// in ∈ I, O ⊆ O, and pˆn, pˆ ∈ IR.
out: Bool.
b :: array of IR[|S|] ;
// an array ontaining time intervals, having size |S|,
// and being ⊥ the initial value of all positions
I ′ = I; S′ ← S; j ← 1; S′′ ← ∅;
while (j < n) do
b′ :: array of IR[|S|];
if (head(I ′) = (⋆/tˆ)) then
while (S′ 6= ∅) do
Choose sα ∈ S
′
; S′ ← S′ \ {sα}; ST ← afterInt(sα, tˆ, ij+1);
while (ST 6= ∅) do
Choose (sp, t) ∈ ST ; ST ← ST \ {(sp, t)}; S
′′ ← S′′ ∪ {sp};
if (b′p =⊥) then
b′p ← ⊕(bα, t);
else
b′p ← ⊟(⊕(bα, t), bp
′);
else
while (S′ 6= ∅) do
Choose sa ∈ S
′
; S′ ← S′ \ {sa}; Tr
′ ← afterCond(sa, ij , oj , pˆj);
while (Tr′ 6= ∅) do
Choose (sa, sb, ij , oj , t) ∈ Tr
′
; Tr′ ← Tr′ − {(sa, sb, ij , oj , t)};
if (b′b =⊥) then
b′b ← ⊕(ba, t);
else
b′b ← ⊟(⊕(ba, t), bb
′);
S′′ ← S′′ ∪ {sb};
I ′ = tail(I ′); b← b′; S′ ← S′′; S′′ ← ∅; j ← j + 1;
Figure 4.5: Corretness of an invariant in FixedTimeInv with respet to a speiation
(1/3).
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error ← false;
if (S′ = ∅) then
error← true;
end
b′ :: array of IR[|S|];
while (S′ 6= ∅) do
Choose sa ∈ S
′
;
S′ ← S′ \ {sa};
Tr′ ← afterCond(sa, in, ?, [0,∞]);
while (Tr′ 6= ∅) do
Choose (sa, sb, in, o, t) ∈ Tr
′
;
Tr′ ← Tr′ \ {(sa, sb, in, o, t)};
if ((o ∈ O) ∧ (t ∈ pˆn)) then
if (b′b =⊥) then
b′b ← ⊕(ba, t);
else
b′b ← ⊟(⊕(ba, t), b
′
b);
S′′ ← S′′ ∪ {sb};
else
error ← true
Figure 4.6: Corretness of an invariant in FixedTimeInv with respet to a speiation
(2/3).
wild-harater ?, and ourrenes of ⋆. In the latter ase we will use the previously dened
afterInt() funtion to ompute the orresponding reahed states.
The input of the seond phase of the algorithm (see Figure 4.6) is the set of states that
an be reahed after the prefae of the invariant is performed. In addition, we also reord
the time that it took to reah eah of these states. If this set is empty then the invariant
is not orret. The idea is that we should not use an invariant suh that its sequene of
input/output/interval annot be performed in the speiation. If this set is not empty, we
will hek that for all reahed states if they an perform the last input of the invariant then
the obtained output must belong to the set of outputs appearing in this last expression of
the invariant. In addition, time values have to belong to the time interval of the invariant.
The third step of the algorithm (Figure 4.7) will be devoted to hek that the time
behavior of the whole invariant is orret with respet to the speiation. In order to do
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if (S′′ = ∅) then
error← true;
end
while (S′′ 6= ∅) do
Choose si ∈ S
′′
;
S′′ ← S′′ \ {si};
if (¬(b ′i ⊆ pˆ)) then
error ← true;
return (¬error );
Figure 4.7: Corretness of an invariant in FixedTimeInv with respet to a speiation
(3/3).
this, in the previous stages we reorded all the time values assoiated with the performane
of input/output pairs. We use the funtions ⊕ and ⊟ to operate with the reorded time
values and onstrut an interval. Thus, in the position k of the array b we store an interval
that has as bounds the minimal/maximal times that are needed to reah the state k after
performing the whole invariant. If a state is not reahable after the sequene assoiated with
the invariant then b[k] = ⊥. Next, we onentrate only in states of the speiation that an
be reahed, that is, b[k] 6= ⊥ and hek that all those intervals are ontained in the interval
appearing at the very last position of the invariant.
Lemma 4.1 Let M = (S,I,O, T r, sin) be a TFSMft. The worst ase of the algorithm given
in Figures 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 heks the orretness of a given invariant in FixedTimeInv
I = i1/o1/pˆ1, . . . , in−1/on−1/pˆn−1, in 7→ O/pˆn ⊲ tˆ with respet to M :
• In time O(n · |Tr| · |S|) and spae O(|Tr|+ |S|) if I does not present ourrenes of ⋆.
• In time O(k · |Tr|2+(n−k) · |Tr| · |S|) and spae O(|Tr|+ |S|) if I presents ourrenes
of ⋆, being k the number of ⋆'s in I.
⊓⊔
Conformane of traes with respet to invariants
In this setion we proeed to determine whether the trae obtained from the implemen-
tation satises the properties indiated by the timed invariants that we are interested in.
Let us omment a very important dierene with respet to previous proposals for passive
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testing: A homing state phase (that is, to identify when the sequene was passing by the
initial state) is not needed for this kind of invariants. This is so beause invariants have
to be fullled at any point of the implementation. Thus, it is not relevant the state where
the mahine was plaed when we started to observe the trae. In order to test the trae
we perform a pattern mathing strategy. We have implemented an adaption of the lassial
algorithms for pattern mathing on strings, (i,e. [BM77, KMP77℄). We have to onsider, for
an invariant of length n, all the ourrenes of the rst n − 1 elements in the trae. In ad-
dition to math the pairs of input/output ations presented in the invariant, the times that
are reorded in the trae must belong to the orresponding time intervals in the invariant.
Then, if we nd a pair i/o suh that in = i then we have to hek that o ∈ O. Finally, we
must hek the timed restritions for the last pair of ations and the whole trae. We an
say that we have found a mismath (that is, a fault) if this last ondition does not hold.
Next, we explain the main features of the algorithm that we use to establish the on-
formane of a trae obtained from the IUT with respet to an invariant. We present the
ore of the algorithm in Figure 4.8 where we use the auxiliary funtion treated presented
in Figure 4.9.
The algorithm visits all the elements of the trae, omparing eah of them with the rst
omponent of the invariant. If the urrent element of the trae mathes the input/output
pair presented in the invariant, the algorithm heks if the assoiated time value falls in the
interval marked in the invariant. If this holds, then the part of the invariant that has not
been heked and the time registered in the urrent position of the trae are stored in a stak.
In this way, we will have a buer with all the pending situations that must be heked when
the algorithm reahes the next position of the trae. Thus, for eah step of the algorithm
we will push a new element in the stak, if the new position reahed in the trae fullls
the requirements of the invariant. In addition, we will hek all the pending situations in
the stak against the new element of the trae. If it does not hold, the element is removed
from the stak. On the ontrary, if it holds, then the pending situation is updated with the
remaining part of the invariant and the time of the element in the trae. Let us remark that
the fat that the algorithm nds no math of the reorded log with the invariant when we
are heking the rst n−1 elements of the invariant does not indiate that the trae does not
fulll the invariant. In that ase, we have not found the preonditions established by it. It is
only when we reah the last omponent of the invariant for eah of the pending situations,
when a verdit an be emitted. If we nd an error then the algorithm stops; otherwise, it
ontinues reviewing the rest of the trae and the elements remaining in the stak.
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input : s :: sequence,
I = {a1/pˆ1, . . . , an−1/ ˆpn−1, in 7→ O/pˆn ⊲ pˆ}
// where for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1 we have that pˆk ∈ IR,
// and either ak = ik/ok, with ik ∈ I ∪ {?} and ok ∈ O ∪ {?}, or ak = ⋆;
// in ∈ I, O ⊆ O, and pˆn, pˆ ∈ IR.
output: Bool.
Strut A { tt :: IR+;
te :: IR;
ta :: IR+;
wild :: Bool;
Iaux :: FixedTimeInv}
b :: Stack[A℄;
baux :: Stack[A℄;
token :: A;
error ← false;
j ← 1;
while (j 6= length(s) ∧ ¬error) do
(i / o / t)←s[ j ℄;
j ← j + 1;
token.tt ← 0;
token.te ← [0, 0];
token.ta ← 0;
token.wild← false;
token.Iaux ← I;
aux← treated((i / o / t), token, error);
if (aux 6= null) then
push(baux, aux);
while ¬(isEmpty(b)) do
token← top(b);
aux← treated((i / o / t), token, error);
if (aux 6= null) then
push(baux, aux);
b← baux;
return(¬error);
Figure 4.8: Corretness of a log with respet to an invariant in FixedTimeInv.
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input : (i / o / t),
token::A,
&error :: Bool.
output: A.
swith (head(token.Iaux)) do
Case : (im / om/ pˆm)
if ((i = im) then
if [(token.wild ∧ token.ta ∈ token.te) ∨ ¬ token.wild] ∧ o = om ∧ t ∈ pˆm then
token.tt ← token.tt + t;
token.te ← [0, 0]; token.ta ← 0; token.wild← false;
token.Iaux ← tail(token.Iaux); return(token);
else
return(null);
else
token.ta ← token.ta + t;
if (token.wild ∧ (te ⊙ (token.ta)) then
token.tt ← token.tt + t; token.Iaux ← tail(token.Iaux); return(token);
else
return(null);
Case :(in 7→ O/pˆn ⊲ pˆ)
if (i = in) ∧ ((¬token.wild) ∨ (token.wild ∧ (te ⊙ (token.ta + t)))) then
token.tt ← token.tt + t;
if ((o ∈ O) ∧ (t ∈ pˆn) ∧ (token.tt ∈ pˆ)) then
return(null);
else
error← true; return(null);
else
return(null);
Case :(⋆m, pˆm)
token.tt ← token.tt + t; token.te ← pˆm; token.ta ← t;
token.wild← true; token.Iaux ← tail(token.Iaux); return(token);
Figure 4.9: treated funtion.
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The funtion treated heks if an element of the trae and a omponent of the invariant
math. In this funtion, the treatment is dierent depending on the kind of omponent
of the invariant being heked. The rst one orresponds to elements of the form (in-
put/output/time); the seond one deals with the very last part of the invariant. Finally, the
third one manages those elements that ontain a ⋆ symbol. Let us remark that in the seond
ase we are at the end of the invariant and we have to hek all the restritions imposed by
it. It is the only plae of the funtion where an error an be found.
Regarding the omplexity of our pattern mathing strategy, in the worst ase we obtain
O(m · n) (n is the length of the invariant and m is the length of the observed trae). Let us
remark that even though good algorithms for pattern mathing on strings perform in O(m)
(after the pre-proessing phase) we annot ahieve this omplexity beause we must hek
all the ourrenes of the pattern in the trae. However, as we ommented before, if we
onsider that the length of the invariant is muh smaller than the length of the trae, as it
is usually the ase, we have that this omplexity is almost linear with respet to the length
of the trae.
4.3 Stohasti Time Approah
Next we present the seond approah for making passive testing using stohasti infor-
mation. The rest of this setion is organized follows. We start this setion with a small
motivation about the use of stohasti information in omputational systems. Next, we will
propose our framework based on the use of invariants in environments with stohasti infor-
mation. After that, following the shema used in the x time approah invariants, we will
provide two algorithms: One of them will be used to deide the orretness of an invariant
with respet a speiation and the other one to deide the orretness with respet to a
trae.
In probability theory, a stohasti proess is the ounterpart to a deterministi proess.
Instead of dealing with only one possible reality of how the proess might evolve under
time, in a stohasti or random proess there is some indeterminay in its future evolution
desribed by probability distributions. This means that even if the initial ondition (or
starting point) is known, there are many possibilities the proess might go to, but some
paths are more probable and others are less. A basi type of stohasti proess is the one
that an amount to a sequene of random variables known as a time series (for example
Markov hain).
In this Master Thesis we propose that it an be possible that in a speiation, the time
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an be represented with stohasti information. In order to desribe time properties with
stohasti information assoiated with time, we introdue stohasti time invariants. The
invariants are similar to x time invariants, but their behaviour is not equivalent. With
stohasti time invariants we are able to express new situations suh as
After pressing the red button we reeive a oke before 4 seonds with probability
0.95.
Denition 4.8 Let M = (S,I,O, T r, sin) be a TFSMst. We say that the sequene I is a
stohasti time invariant for M if the following two onditions hold:
1. I is dened aording to the following EBNF:
I ::= a/z/F, I | ⋆, I ′ | i 7→ O/G
I ′ ::= i/z/F, I | i 7→ O/G
In this expression we onsider F ∈ F , i ∈ I, a ∈ I ∪ {?}, z ∈ O ∪ {?}, G ⊆ F , and
O ⊆ O.
2. I is orret with respet to M .
We denote the set of stohasti time invariants by StohastiTimeInv. ⊓⊔
Let us remark that, in this setting, invariants do not hek the total time. Alternatively,
we ould have onsidered an interval to do this task, but let us note that a probability
distribution funtion ould not play this role. In order to desribe more real systems we
assume that implementations have regular stohasti information. Let us show some usual
situations to illustrate this assumption. Let us suppose that we are implementing a software
program P . In P we dene a funtion having only one input parameter, belonging to IN,
and returning a result in Bool. It is a good assumption to assume that in all states of the
speiation where the implementer needs to perform an ation similar to P she will all
P . Let us suppose that this funtion has assoiated a probability distribution funtion F
to ompute the amount of time that the omputation of the boolean takes. If there is an
error assoiated with the implementation of this probability distribution funtion, suh as it
is wrongly implemented, or the dependeny modules perform bad requests, will be produed
a dierent funtion F ′ assoiated with this transition. This means that all omparisons
relative to this funtion will not behave orretly.
Example 4.4 Next we illustrate the idea of stohasti invariant and give some examples to
illustrate their behaviour. Let us onsider the following invariant i 7→ {o}/{F}. The idea is
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that eah ourrene of the symbol i is followed by the output symbol o and this transition
is performed in an amount of time that an be generated by the funtion F .
We an speify a more omplex property by taking into aount that we are interested
in observing the outputs o1 or o2 after the input i only if the input i0 was previously
observed. In addition, we want to indiate that always that i0 is observed in any part of
the trae, then the amount of time to reeive any request is generated by F0. Furthermore,
we an express that along the length of the trae, always that we nd i and it is follows
by o1 or o2 the funtion assoiated with them are F or F
′
. This last property denotes for
some exibility about the trae. We ould express this property by means of the invariant
i0/?/F0, ⋆, i 7→ {o1, o2}/{Fn, F
′
n}. An observed trae will be orret with respet to this
invariant if eah time that we nd a (sub)sequene starting with the input i0 paired with
any output symbol, then if there is an ourrene of any trae of inputs/outputs without
showing the input=i, then when we obtain the input symbol i then it must be paired with
the output symbol o1 or o2. In addition we ollet all time values of any ourrene of i0
followed by any output, and with i followed by o1 or o2. An observed set of reorder time
observation will be orret with respet the invariant, by using the hi-square goodness test,
these sets an be generated from F0 and from F or F
′
respetively.
We an rene the previous invariant if we onsider only the ases where the pair i0/o0
was observed. The invariant for denoting this property is i0/o0/F0, ⋆, i 7→ {o}/{F,F
′}. Let
us remark that we ould not dedue that we have found an error if the pair i0/o0 appears in
the observed trae but the input i is not deteted afterwards in the orresponding trae. In
suh a situation we annot onlude that the implementation fails. Similarly, if we nd the
pair i0/o1 we annot onlude anything sine the premise of the invariant, that is, the whole
sequene but the last pair was not found. An invariant as i 7→ {o1, o2}/{F,F
′} indiates
that after input i we observe either the output o1 or o2; in addition, if we ollet together
all the time values assoiated with the performane of i/o1 and i/o2 then this sample ts
either F or F ′. ⊓⊔
Denition 4.9 Let M = (S,I,O, T r, sin) be a TFSMft, s ∈ S, a ∈ I ∪{?}, z ∈ O∪{?}. We
dene the set afterCond(s, i, z) as the set of transitions belonging to Tr having as initial
state s and performing the input i before the output z.
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afterCond(s, i, o) = {(s, s′, i, o, F )|(s, s′, i, o, F ) ∈ Tr}
afterCond(s, ?, o) =
⋃
i∈I
afterCond(s, i, o)
afterCond(s, i, ?) =
⋃
o∈O
afterCond(s, i, o)
afterCond(s, ?, ?) =
⋃
i∈I,o∈O
afterCond(s, i, o)
We dene the funtion afterInp(s, i) as the funtion that omputes the set of states
that an be reahed from state s without performing the input i. Formally we dene
afterInp(s, i) as:
afterInp(s, i) = {s′|(s, s′, i′, o, F ) ∈ Tr ∧ i 6= i′}
⊓⊔
Next we present the algorithm to determine the orretness of an invariant in Stohas-
tiTimeInv with respet a speiation. This algorithm is desribed in Figure 4.10 and in
Figure 4.11. In this algorithm we distinguish two dierent parts. In the rst part of the
algorithm, see Figure 4.10 we generate all possible set of states where the invariant an be
started. After that, it applies a loop along the length of the invariant to determine the set
of possible states at the end (one the head of the invariant is reahed). In the rst part of
the algorithm we return false if there is no state at the end of the loop, meaning that the
invariant is useless for this speiation.
In the seond part of the algorithm, we determine whether there is an error due to outputs
or the probability funtions error. We have a set of reahed states, and we are in the head
of the invariant. Let us remember that the head of the invariant is i 7→ O/G. Now the
algorithm determines that after the last input of the invariant, that is i, we have an output
in O and a probability distribution funtion in G. If any of the restritions do not hold, then
we return that the invariant is not orret with respet to the speiation.
Lemma 4.2 LetM = (S,I,O, T r, sin) be a TFSMst. The worst ase of the algorithm given in
Figure 4.10 and in Figure 4.11 heks the orretness of an invariant belonging to Stohas-
tiTimeInv I = i1/o1/F1, . . . , in−1/on−1/Fn−1, in 7→ O/G with respet to M :
• In time O(n · |Tr|) and spae O(|Tr|) if I does not present ourrenes of ⋆.
• In time O(k · |Tr|2 + (n− k) · |Tr|) and spae O(|Tr|) if I presents k ourrenes of ⋆
in I.
⊓⊔
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in : M = (S,I,O, T r, sin)
// M is a TFSMst
I = {a1, . . . , an−1, in 7→ O/G}
// and either ak = ik/ok/Fk, with ik ∈ I ∪ {?}, ok ∈ O ∪ {?}
// and Fk ∈ F , or ak = ⋆; in ∈ I, O ⊆ O, and G ⊆ F .
out: Bool.
I ′ = I; S′ ← S; j ← 1; S′′ ← ∅;
while (j < n) do
if (head(I ′) = ⋆) then
while (S′ 6= ∅) do
Choose s ∈ S′;
S′ ← S′ \ {s};
S′′ ← S′′ ∪ afterInp(s, ij+1);
else
while (S′ 6= ∅) do
Choose sa ∈ S
′
;
S′ ← S′ \ {sa};
Tr′ ← afterCond(sa, ij , oj);
while (Tr′ 6= ∅) do
Choose (sa, sb, ij , oj , F
′) ∈ Tr′;
Tr′ ← Tr′ \ {(sa, sb, ij , oj , F
′)};
if F ′ = Fj then
S′′ ← S′′ ∪ {sb};
I ′ = tail(I ′);
j ← j + 1; S′ ← S′′; S′′ ← ∅;
error ← false;
if (S′ = ∅) then
error← true;
Figure 4.10: Corretness of an invariant in StohastiTimeInv with respet to a spei-
ation (1/2).
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while (S′ 6= ∅) do
Choose sa ∈ S
′
;
S′ ← S′ \ {sa};
Tr′ ← afterCond(sa, in, ?);
while (Tr′ 6= ∅) do
Choose (sa, sb, in, o, F
′) ∈ Tr′;
Tr′ ← Tr′ \ {(sa, sb, in, o, F
′)};
if ((o ∈ O) ∧ (F ′ ∈ G)) then
S′′ ← S′′ ∪ {sb};
else
error ← true
if (S′′ = ∅) then
error ← true;
Return (¬error );
Figure 4.11: Corretness of an invariant in StohastiTimeInv with respet to a spei-
ation (2/2).
Conformane of traes with respet to invariants
Next, we desribe how an we use stohasti time invariants in order to detet wrong
behavior of an IUT. First, we need to obtain a log from the IUT. Let us remember that a log
is a reorder trae of all observable interations with the implementation. For making it, we
onsider the inputs, the outputs and the time the system takes to perform the output.
In Figure 4.12 we desribe the algorithm that we use to establish the onformane of a
trae obtained from the IUT with respet to an invariant. We present the ore of the algorithm
in Figure 4.12, where we use the auxiliary funtion treated presented in Figure 4.13.
The algorithm for heking the onformane of a trae has two dierene stages. The
rst one inludes the orretion with respet the input/output pairs while the seond one is
relative to the time restritions expressed in the invariant.
In the rst stage we run along the trae, looking for any errorneus behaviour expressed
in the invariant. For having a good performane in this task, we only traverse the trae
one. To help in this idea we use a stak where we are saving and updating data with
regarding the explorer setion of the log. The funtion treated heks whether an element
of the trae and a omponent of the invariant math. In this funtion, the treatment is
dierent depending on the kind of omponent of the invariant being heked. The rst one
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input : s :: sequence
I = {a1, . . . , an−1, in 7→ O/G}
δ ∈ [0, 1]level of confidence
output: Bool.
times :: ℘(T ) :: [|I| × |O|];
//Set of multisets of T with length |I| × |O|
Strut A { wild :: Bool;
Iaux :: StohastiTimeInv}
b :: Stack[A℄; baux :: Stack[A℄; token :: A; j ← 1; error ← false; I
′ ← I;
while (j 6= length(s) ∧ ¬error) do
(i / o / t)←s[ j ℄; j ← j + 1; timesio ← timesio ∪ {t};
token.wild← false; token.Iaux ← I; aux← treated((i / o / t), token, error);
if (aux 6= null) then
push(baux, aux);
while ¬(isEmpty(b)) do
token← top(b); aux← treated((i / o / t), token, error);
if (aux 6= null) then
push(baux, aux);
b← baux;
while (I ′ 6= ∧ ¬error) do
if (head(I ′) = (i / o / F )) then
if (γ(F, timesio) < δ) then
error← true ;
else
if (head(I ′) = (i / O / G)) then
find← false;
while (O 6= ∅ ∧ ¬find) do
Choose o ∈ O; O ← O \ {o}; G′ ← G;
while (G′ 6= ∅ ∧ ¬find) do
Choose F ∈ G′; G′ ← G′ \ {F};
if (γ(F, timesio) ≥ δ) then
find← true;
if (¬find) then
error← true;
I ′ ← tail(I ′);
return(¬error);
Figure 4.12: Corretness of a log with respet to an invariant in StohastiTimeInv.
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input : (i / o / t)
token::A
&error :: Bool
output: A.
swith (head(token.Iaux)) do
Case : (im / om/ tm)
if ((i = im) then
if o = om then
token.wild← false; token.Iaux ← tail(token.Iaux);
return(token);
else
return(null);
else
if (token.wild) then
return(token);
else
return(null);
Case :(in 7→ O/G)
if (i = in) then
if ((o ∈ O)) then
return(null);
else
error← true;
return(null);
else
return(null);
Case :(⋆)
token.wild← true; token.Iaux ← tail(token.Iaux); return(token);
Figure 4.13: treated funtion.
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orresponds to elements of the form input/output/time while the seond one deals with the
very last part of the invariant. Finally, the third one manages those elements that ontain
a ⋆ symbol. Let us remark that in the seond ase we are at the end of the invariant and
we have to hek the output restritions imposed by it. It is the only plae of the funtion
where an error an be found.
After that, we start with the seond stage. For this task we would need to go along the
trae, saving the time values assoiated with this input/output. But, in order to improve the
performane of the algorithm we inlude this task in the previous stage. The data struture
that we use for saving all those values is a set of multisets. After having all those stored
values, we need to hek all time restritions imposed by the invariant. We need to go along
this, in order to hek the orretness of time values. We use the input parameter λ to
denote the minimum ondene that we an let to the data of the trae. An error happens
if any sample assoiated with a time restrition does not pass the tness test.
Regarding the omplexity of our pattern mathing strategy, in the worst ase we obtain
O(m · n) (n is the length of the invariant and m is the length of the observed trae) again.
Chapter 5
PasTe: a PASssive TEsting tool
In addition to the theoretial framework we have developed a tool alled PasTe that
helps in the automation of our passive testing approahes. In partiular, all algorithms
presented in this Master Thesis are fully implemented. Throughout this hapter we will
show some of the most relevant aspets of PasTe and we will analyze some experiments and
their results. Next we briey explain how this hapter is organized.
In Setion 5.1 we will go into details of the (input) data representation, by using the
Extensible Markup Language (XML), in PasTe. First, we will speify how speiations
must be represented both by using TFSMft and TFSMst models. Seond, we will desribe how
traes from an IUT are represented, or if we are not provided with them we will show how
PasTe an automatially generate them from a mahine representing a possible IUT. After
that, we will desribe how the the probability distribution funtions are represented and to
nish this setion we will show the invariants representation.
As we have just mentioned, PasTe allows two dierent ways to introdue traes. On
the one hand testers an have a set of traes produed by an IUT and introdue them into
the system by using the XML format. On the other hand, in some situations, we do not
have these traes and we need to know how good a set of dened invariants with respet to
a set of traes is. In order to overome them the lak of traes, PasTe implements a based-
mutant-speiation approah for generating them. In Setion 5.2 we will show details of
our approah.
Next, in Setion 5.3 we will present the internal ore of PasTe and we will mention the
most relevant onformane funtions and algorithms inluded in it.
In order to onlude this hapter, in Setion 5.4 we will show some experiments performed
with PasTe and we will present some relevant empirial results obtained from the evaluation
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of the two methodologies desribed in this Master Thesis.
5.1 Representation of input data
Next we present the struture of the main XML TAGS that we use within our tool.
1. Speifiation by using TFSM formalism.
• SPECIFICATION: This tag is the rst one in order to desribe a speiation.
• TYPE: Represents the nature of the speiation. The permitted values are:
FIXED_TIME (TFSMft) and STOCHASTIC_TIME (TFSMst).
• INITIAL_STATES: Set of initial states of the TFSM.
• TRANSITIONS: Set of transitions.
• TRANSITION: Tag for the transition.
• INPUT: Tag for input.
• OUTPUT: Tag for output.
• TIME: Tag for xed time value.
• STATE_I: Tag for initial state.
• STATE_F: Tag for nal state.
• FUNCTION_NICK: Tag for the Nik of a probability distribution funtion. The
denition of the urrent funtion is provided in the funtion denition setion of
the XMLdoument.
Next we show how we ould represent, by using these tags, the speiations given
in 4.2. In Figure 5.1 we provide the XML that represents two transition with xed
time values, whih orrespond with the t22 = s2
i0/o0
−−−→ 4 s2 and t12 = s1
i0/o1
−−−→ 4 s2
respetively, extrated from the Figure 4.2.
2. Probability distribution funtions.
• FUNCTIONS: Tag for the set of probability distribution funtion.
• FUNCTION: Tag for a probability distribution funtion.
• NAME: Tag for representing the nature of the funtion. Currently allowed values
are UNIFORM, DISCRETE, BINOMIAL, DIRAC, EXPONENTIAL.
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<SPECIFICATION>
<TYPE>FIX-TIME</TYPE>
<INITIAL_STATES>
<STATE>s1</STATE>
</INITIAL_STATES>
<TRANSTIONS>
<TRANSITION>
<STATE-I>s2</STATE-I>
<STATE-F>s2</STATE-F>
<INPUT>i0</INPUT>
<OUTPUT>o0</OUTPUT>
<TIME>4.0</TIME>
</TRANSITION>
<TRANSITION>
<STATE-I>s1</STATE-I>
<STATE-F>s2</STATE-F>
<INPUT>i0</INPUT>
<OUTPUT>o1</OUTPUT>
<TIME>4.0</TIME>
</TRANSITION>
</TRANSITIONS>
</SPECIFICATION>
Figure 5.1: Representation of two transitions t22 and t12 from Figure 4.2 in XML format.
 UNIFORM: It uses two parameters to denote the interval [α, β]. Tags names
are ALFA and BETA, respetively.
 DISCRETE: It uses 2 ·n parameters, being n the number of elements that are
needed for dening the funtion. We provide a tuple onformed by a value v
and the probability assoiated with it p. In this ase, the tags are: PAIRS
for denoting the set of pairs, PAIR for denoting a pair <v,p>, VALUE to
denote v and PROBABILITY that orresponds to p.
 BINOMIAL: The two parameters needed for dening a binomial distribution
are p and n. The tags are P and N .
 DIRAC: This is a partiular ase of disrete probability distribution fun-
tion. Only one parameter is needed in the DIRAC tag, the only value with
probability 1. The tag for this value is VALUE.
 EXPONENTIAL: For dening the exponential funtion only one parameter
must be provided. The tag is VALUE.
• NICK: The Nik representation for this funtion. This tag will be used in transi-
tion and in invariant denitions.
Next in Figure 5.2 we show the same proess for the t34 = s3
i2/o3
−−−→ F2 s4 from the
TFSMft dened in Figure 4.3. Let us note that we need rst to dene the funtion F2
in it. F2 was dened as
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<FUNCTIONS>
<FUNCTION>
<NAME> DIRAC </NAME>
<VALUE> 4.0 </VALUE>
<NICK> F2 </NICK>
</FUNCTION>
</FUNCTIONS>
<SPECIFICATION>
<TYPE>STOCHASTIC_TIME</TYPE>
<INITIAL_STATES>
<STATE>s1</STATE>
</INITIAL_STATES>
<TRANSITIONS>
<TRANSITION>
<STATE_I>s3</STATE_I>
<STATE_F>s4</STATE_F>
<INPUT>i1</INPUT>
<OUTPUT>o3</OUTPUT>
<FUNCTION_NICK>F2</FUNCTION_NICK>
</TRANSITION>
</TRANSITIONS>
</SPECIFICATION>
Figure 5.2: Representation of transitions t34 from Figure 4.3 in XML format.
F2(t) =
{
0 if t < 4
1 if t ≥ 4
3. Traes. Let us remember that a trae is a sequene of terms of <input/output/time>.
• TRACES: Set of traes.
• TRACE: Tag for denoting a trae.
• INPUT: Tag for input.
• OUTPUT: Tag for output.
• VALUE: Tag for timed values.
4. Invariants. We divide the desription of an invariant in two parts: The tail and the
head. Let us remember that, depending on the approah, the tail an be omposed
by sequenes <input/output/interval> or <input/output/Funtion>. In the ase of
using wild-har-like ? or ⋆, they will be inserted in the input/output tags respetively.
If either input or an output tag is ⋆ then this sequene will be onsider like ⋆.
• SEQUENCES: Set of sequenes.
• SEQUENCE: Tag for a sequene.
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• INPUT: Tag for inputs.
• OUTPUT: Tag for outputs.
• INTERVAL: Tags for the interval [α, β]. This tag will inlude two tags for the
bounds: ALFA and BETA.
• FUNCTION_NICK: Nik assoiated with the funtion.
• HEAD: Tag for denoting the head of the invariant.
• SET_OUTPUTS: Set of outputs in the head of the invariant.
• SET_FUNCTIONS Set of probability distribution funtions dened in the head
of the invariant.
• LAST_INTERVAL Tags for denoting the last interval [α, β] of the invariant. We
denote by ALFA and BETA the tags for the values α and β respetively.
• GENERAL_INTERVAL Tag for denoting the interval for the total time restri-
tion of the invariant. ALFA and BETA are that tags that will be used to express
it.
In Figure 5.3 we represent an invariant in FixedTimeInv. The represented invariant
is I = i2/o1[10, 13], i2 7→ {o2, o3, o4}[7, 20] ⊲ [14, 40].
Let I = i1 7→ {o1, o2, o4}{F} be a StohastiTimeInv with
F (t) =


0 if t < 1
0.1 if 1 ≤ t < 2
0.6 if 2 ≤ t < 3
1 if 3 ≤ t
We show the representation of I in XML in Figure 5.4.
5.2 Aquiring implementations
Let us suppose that we are provided with a speiation and a set of invariants, but we
do not have real traes from an IUT. PasTe provides a tehnique to automatially generate
traes from an IUTrepresented as a TFSM. This approah is based on mutants. With a mutant
we would like to simulate a possible implementation. In partiular, PasTe reates a set of
mutants by making some small hanges in the transitions of the speiation. For example
these hanges an be wrong outputs, hanging the nal state from a transition or providing
a dierent assoiated time. In this last ase, the hange of time an be done in our rst
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<INVARIANTS>
<INVARIANT>
<SEQUENCE>
<INPUT>i2</INPUT>
<OUTPUT>o1</OUTPUT>
<INTERVAL>
<ALFA>10</ALFA>
<BETA>13</BETA>
< /INTERVAL>
</SEQUENCE>
<HEAD>
<INPUT>i2</INPUT>
<SET_OUTPUTS>
<OUTPUT>o2</OUTPUT>
<OUTPUT>o3</OUTPUT>
<OUTPUT>o4</OUTPUT>
</SET_OUTPUTS>
<LAST_INTERVAL>
<ALFA>7</ALFA>
<BETA>20</BETA>
< /LAST_INTERVAL>
<GENERAL_INTERVAL>
<ALFA>14</ALFA>
<BETA>40</BETA>
< /GENERAL_INTERVAL>
</HEAD>
</INVARIANT>
</INVARIANTS>
Figure 5.3: Representation of an invariant in FixedTimeInv in XML format.
setting by hanging the value assoiated to that transition, and in the seond approah by
hanging the denition of the funtion.
We will use the following notation to denote the mutant operators: Let M be a spei-
ation, we say that Mo is an output mutant denoted by M  o Mo, if Mo is equal to M
but the hange of an output of one transition is produed. We onsider that Ms is a state
mutant denoted by M  s Ms if Ms is onstruted from M by hanging the goal state of a
transition. We onsider that Mt is a time mutant denoted by M  t Mt if a hange in one
time parameter has been produed. The mutants will have an additional ondition depends
on the formalism that we are using. If we have TFSMft then we just need to hange a x
time value assoiated with a transition by another new value. However if we are using a
TFSMst model then we have to hange the denition of a funtion in F assoiated with a set
of transitions.
One we have a set of mutants, we generate random traes from these mutants to obtain
a big sample where we are able to test the proposed invariants. Let us suppose that M ′α =
(S,I,O, T r, sin), is a mutant. The loop for generating traes is desribed as follows:
1. We start in the initial state, s′ ← sin.
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<FUNCTIONS>
<FUNCTION>
<NAME> DISCRETE </NAME>
<PAIRS>
<PAIR><VALUE>1</VALUE><PROBABILITY>0.1</PROBABILITY></PAIR>
<PAIR><VALUE>2</VALUE><PROBABILITY>0.5</PROBABILITY></PAIR>
<PAIR><VALUE>3</VALUE><PROBABILITY>0.4</PROBABILITY></PAIR>
</PAIRS>
<NICK>F</NICK>
</FUNCTION>
</FUNCTIONS>
<INVARIANTS>
<INVARIANT>
<HEAD>
<INPUT>i1</INPUT>
<SET_OUTPUTS>
<OUTPUT>o1</OUTPUT>
<OUTPUT>o2</OUTPUT>
<OUTPUT>o4</OUTPUT>
</SET_OUTPUTS>
<SET_FUNCTIONS>
<FUNCTION>
<FUNCTION_NICK>F</FUNCTION_NICK>
</FUNCTION>
</SET_FUNCTIONS>
</HEAD>
</INVARIANT>
</INVARIANTS>
Figure 5.4: Representation of an invariant in StohastiTimeInv in XML format.
2. Then we alulate all possible inputs I ′ ⊆ I that an be applied in that state.
3. Randomly we hoose an input, i′ ∈ I ′.
4. Then we alulate the set of transitions Tr′ ⊆ Tr suh that s′
i′/o
−−−→α s .
5. Randomly we hoose a transition s′
i′/o
−−−→α s and PasTe performs it.
6. We hange the goal state s′ ← s and we jump to step 2 as long as we want to inrease
the length of the trae3.
5.3 Core of PasTe
In this setion we omment the ore of the tool PasTe. Initially, we assume that we
have the following input data to manage:
• A speiation (inluding the probability distribution funtion denitions).
• A set of invariants.
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Invariants
Corretness
spe?
Spe
Mutants
Traes
ioo? XML
Corretness
trae?
generate
extrat
Figure 5.5: Core of deision algorithms of PasTe.
• Traes generated either by a IUT or by using mutants.
In Figure 5.5 we desribe the sheme of PasTe Core. In the rst plae we have the
node XML. This node represents the input le of our system. From this le we extrat the
speiation and the invariants of a world. It an also ontain traes from a IUT. If this
traes are not in it, they will be generated by PasTe.
As we observe in the sheme, we have the blok Corretness spe?. This blue box
represents the two algorithms proposed in the previous hapter. These algorithms are used
to hek the orretness of the set of invariants (Invariants blok) with respet the spe-
iation (Spe blok). If an invariant is not orret then the set of all invariants is not
orret.
If no traes are inserted from the XML le, then PasTe automatially generate mu-
tants(Mutants blok) from the speiation. As we have seen, these mutants represent
possible implementations extrated from the speiation. Next, from this set of mutants
PasTe extrats a set of traes (Traes blok) whih will be used to hek the orretness
with respet the invariants.
A new blue blok, alled ioo, is introdued in the ore of PasTe. This algorithm is
applied to a speiation and a mutant. The idea is that we need to disard those mutants
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b
b
b
b
b
b
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Figure 5.6: Speiation with a multi-branh design.
that are not real mutants, that is, that they do not introdue a fault [Tre96, Tre99, Tre08℄.
This will be used to provide a way to deide if a mutant is onforming to a speiation.
5.4 Results
In this setion we present some results obtained from using PasTe. The goal of these
experiments is to evaluate the performane of the methodologies proposed in this Master
Thesis. First we will omment about a lassiation of possible speiations provided by
testers. We will show that the performane in general of passive testing, and our methodology
is in partiular, strongly depends of the struture of the onsidered mahines. Then, we will
expose some results about ioo relationship. After that we will present and performane
several experiments.
We start by desribing our lassiation of speiations. On the one hand, we onsider
the lass of speiations desribed in Figure 5.6. We will refer to this kind of speiation
as tree-like. This lass an be used to speify systems deiding their behavour tree along.
These systems usually do not have a way to return to a previous state. As we will observe
during this setion, this lass is the one where our proposals badly perform. On the other
hand, we have a lass of speiations as the one represented in Figure 5.6. We will refer to
this lass as onneted. Systems belonging to this lass usually inlude ways to return to the
initial state and to jump from one branh to another one.
As we ommented in the previous setion, we have implemented the ioo onformane
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Figure 5.7: Speiation with a onneted design.
relation between mutants and the speiation. The rst experiment reported in Figure 5.8
onsists in generate a set of mutants from a speiation and observe the perentage to errors
found by a set of invariants. In priniple these mutants an or annot be ioo onformane
with respet the speiation.
If we do not remove onforming mutants, the proportion of deteted errors is 65.66%.
The seond value that we obtain is omputed by removing this subset of mutants from the
initial set. Then the proportion of deteted errors inreases to 73.50%. This experiment has
been performed fty times, by using a onneted speiation. In eah simulation we use 25
mutants of eah type. The number of traes generated are ten for eah length. We onsider
the length of the trae taking into aount the number of transitions of the mutant. For
example, if the mutant has 25 transitions, then the trae 2x means that the length of the
trae is 50. In these simulations we use traes of 1x, 2x, 3x, 4x, 5x, 6x, 7x, 8x, 9x length.
During the rest of experiments we will not remove onforming mutants. The reason is
that we are working within a blak box, so we are not able to detet if the mutant is ioo
onforming or not.
We onsider two dierent speiations. One of this speiations bellows to the tree-
like lass and the other one to the onneted one. Sine we are not provided with a set of
traes, we let PasTe to generate mutants in order to perform a redible set of them. We
generate 20 dierent mutants of eah kind. Eah mutant generates 10 traes with dierent
lengths. In addition we are provided with two sets of orrets invariants. Eah set ontains
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Figure 5.8: Proportion of errors found with/without removing onforming mutants .
40 invariants.
In Figures 5.9 and 5.10 we show the proportion of traes that have been deteted as
having errors from the set of all traes by eah individual invariant. Let us note that
the information in this gures does not reet the probability of killing a mutant but the
probability of nding an error in a given trae. For example Figure 5.9 we annot infer that
invariant 31 an nd more error than 27. The experiment shows whih invariant nd more
wrong traes but, eah mutant generates 10 traes. So if invariant 31 an the 13% of the
studied traes the max bound of error mutants that an nd is 100%, he would nd one
produed wrong trae from eah mutant, but the lower bound is 15%, it means all wrong
deteted traes are from 3 mutants. On the other hand, with 27 that an with the 7.72% of
the studied traes, we have that the lower bound is 10% but the upper bound may be 75%
too. For example, following the same reasoning, in Figure 5.10 we observe that invariants
29, 11, 16 an have the same power of mutant error detetion.
For the next stage of the experiment, we will extrat the more powerful invariants from
the sets that we had. These invariants are, on the one hand {31, 37, 11, 1, 5, 10, 13, 19, 26, 30}
and on the other hand {29, 11, 6, 8, 34, 28, 35, 7, 32, 31}. For eah speiation, we also will
produe 25 new dierent mutants of eah lass, and eah mutant will produe 10 traes of
eah length. The possible lengths in this experiment are 1x, 2x, 3x, 4x, 5x, 6x, 7x, 8x,
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Figure 5.9: Proportion of erroneous traes deteted in a generi onneted speiation by
a set of 40 invariants.
Figure 5.10: Proportion of erroneous traes deteted in a generi tree-like speiation by a
set of 40 invariants.
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Figure 5.11: Relation between invariants, length of the log, and proportion of errors deteted
in a onneted speiation.
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and 9x, being x the number of transitions in our speiations: 25 transitions in eah set of
transitions. In Figure 5.11 we observe the obtained results from the speiation belonging
to the onneted lass. We stress that invariants are a very powerful tool to nd errors
among faulty implementations belonging to this lass. Some of them an detet almost 10%
of wrong mutants (see, numbers 31 and 37). Let us note that the perentage hanges with
respet the previous experiment beause we have generated a bigger number of mutants. In
Figure 5.11 we observe that the overage of nding an error with a big set of invariants in
this onrete speiation is loser to 65%. Another result is diret and extrated that the
power to detet faulty implementations depends on the length of the trae.
In Figure 5.12 we perform the experiment with the same setting as in the previous stage
but hanging the speiation. In this ase, we onsider a onneted speiation while the
set of the invariants is the one used to generate Figure 5.10. In this lass of speiations
the power of our approah is muh lower than in the previous. The reason is that invariants
only detet a subset of all traes that an be generated by the speiation beause one a
path is hosen, it is impossible that the mahines goes bak to a previous state.
The last experiment is about the ondene that we an guarantee, in our approah when
time is onsidered stohasti, with respet to length of the traes. This experiment has been
performed by using only a lass of mutants: Time mutants. The idea of this experiment
is to dedue the degree of ondene that we an ask for a given trae. Let us note that
low values of length in trae make the hi square goodness of t test not to work properly.
In Figure 5.13 we an observe the results. The values approximately follow a logarithm
funtion. The dierenes between them are produed by the generator of numbers from the
probability funtion. These values are the average of more than 1000 traes of lengths in
{1x, 2x, 3x, 4x, 5x, 6x, 7x, 8x, 9x, 10x, 11x, 12x, 13x, 14x, 15x, 16x, 17x, 18x, 19x, 20x}
being x = 25.
To summarize, in this hapter we have presented PasTe. PasTe helps us in the evalua-
tion of the two approahes presented in this Master Thesis. We have presented the input data
formalism for PasTe and the mutant approah in order to obtain possible traes from a spe-
iation. Finally we present some interesting experiments onluding that the approah has a
good performane for making temporal passive testing what we all speiations onneted.
The omplete API of PasTe an be founded in http://kimba.mat.um.es/esar/paste/api/.
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Figure 5.12: Relation between invariants, length of the log, and proportion of errors deteted
in a tree-like speiation.
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Figure 5.13: Values of ondene using stohasti time passive testing approah.
Chapter 6
Conlusions and Future Work
In this hapter we review the more important aspets of the work presented in Chapters 4
and 5. We also sketh the main researh studies we plan to undertake in the future. Shown
the signiant role that formal methods an play in the timed testing area. We have seen how
dierent formal representations of systems allow us to test their orretness with respet to
a speiation. Depending on the haraterization of the systems we are treating, partiular
approahes an be more adequate.
In this work we have onentrated on two quantitative extensions to perform formal
testing of timed systems. These approahes are based in the idea of invariants. The main
ontribution of our novel frameworks is the integration of dierent time domains in a sin-
gle formalism. Speially, we use a uniform formalism to desribe systems where time
requirements an be expressed either by using x time values or by using stohasti time
values. This is the purpose of Chapter 4. These formalisms use an extension of Finite State
Mahines. We use TFSMft and TFSMst, instead of FSMs, beause we onsider the time that
an event needs to be performed. We have dened algorithms to detet the orretness of
an invariant with respet to a speiation and algorithms to detet the orretness with
respet to invariants and traes. These algorithms take into aount the speial features of
eah time domain that we have studied. While the rst setting, using x time values, is
relatively standard, if time onditions are expressed like in the seond setting, by means of
stohasti funtions, we need to apply a method based on a set of observations obtained
from the interation with the implementation. We applied a hypothesis ontrast for xing
the similarity level of the random variable extrated from the speiation and the observed
time values.
In addition to the theoretial framework we have developed a tool alled PasTe that
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helps in the automation of our passive testing approahes. In partiular, all algorithms
presented in this Master Thesis are fully implemented, and we present some interesting
experiments.
As future theoretial work we plan to improve the apability of our frameworks by adding
new lasses of invariants. We also would like to inrease the lassiation of speiations
that we have mentioned while presenting PasTe. In addition, by using real implementa-
tions to test, we plan to formally study a real seurity protool by keeping an adequate
set of invariants. Another researh line is to adequate some other approahes investigated
during this year to inreasing the power of error detetion (applying it to a real time spam
lter [AN08℄ and to a theoretial user-implementer model framework [ALR08℄).
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